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Figure 1 – Locality Plan
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Figure 2 – Water Supply Subcatchments in the Gellibrand Catchment



1. Introduction

1.1 Proclamations
The Gellibrand River Catchment provides water supply for Warrnambool, Colac, Camperdown, and
several other towns, and many private diverters.  Part of the Catchment, to a State Rivers and Water
Supply Commission pump offtake at Carlisle Township, was proclaimed on the 5th November 1969
under the Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act.

This area includes:

 The SRWSC’s Arkins Creek subcatchments;
 The Colac Waterworks Trust’s Olangolah and West Gellibrand Reservoirs subcatchments;
 The Gellibrand Township Waterworks Trust’s Lardner Creek subcatchment; and
 An offtake on the Barramunga Creek established by the Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust;

as shown on Figure 2.

The additional Gellibrand River Catchment downstream of Carlisle to the SRWEC South Otway pump
offtake, was proclaimed on the 12th June 1979.

This report examines the entire catchment to the South Otway offtake, for a Land Use Determination,
prepared under Section 23 of the Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act.

1.2 Need for Controls
Most of the water from the Gellibrand River Catchment which is used for water supply, is taken
directly from the River or its tributaries at pump or gravity offtakes.  Apart from the case of the Colac
Waterworks Trust Reservoirs, there is no significant water detention to allow settlement of suspended
solids, clarification and self-purification over time.

The quality of water taken into the water supply pipeline is therefore the raw quality of the river flow.

The quality of the river water is in turn responsive to events in the Catchment.  High peak flows
associated with heavy storms may initiate streambank erosion; any earth disturbance in the Catchment
may cause deterioration in runoff water quality due to increases in turbidity and suspended sediment.

There are a number of land uses and management practices occurring in the Catchment which
necessitate earth disturbance and which may cause erosion.  These include land clearing, road
construction, hardwood and softwood operations, extractive industries, and some farming activities.

The Authority considers that by controlling these uses by implementation of the Land Use
Determination, current water quality and yield can be sustained.

Another significant feature of the Gellibrand Catchment is that the SRWSC’s Otway water supply
system has very little storage capacity in relation to the average annual water consumption, thus
rendering the system sensitive to changes in yield of water harvested from the catchment, particularly
over the summer months.  Consequently the effects on water yield of some land uses, particularly
forestry, may need to be carefully determined in the future.

1.3 Background to the Land Use Determination

1.3.1 Land Systems
Land systems are areas of land, each with a characteristic pattern of climate, geology, topography, soil
and vegetation.  Each land system consists of two or more land components:  areas within which the
values of these five variables are uniform within narrow limits.  The land systems in this area were the
subject of a detailed study by Pitt (1981).

The land systems and their constituents land components form an excellent basis for describing the
land, since the components respond in a consistent way to land use and management.  In particular each
component demonstrates a consistent degree of susceptibility to hazards of either soil erosion or water
quality degradation under particular uses.



Characterisation of the land in terms of land systems therefore allows the most appropriate forms of
land use and management to be designated for each type of land.

The land systems in the Catchment are described in Section 3.5, together with a summary of their main
features (Table 9) and a plan showing their distribution in the Catchment (Figure 17).  Appendix 2
described how the land systems information was used in developing this Land Use Determination.

1.3.2 Land Uses and Hazards
Freehold land covers 298 km2, being 45% of the Catchment.

Grazing of both dairy and beef cattle is the main use of freehold land.  Grazing is carried out in many
parts of the Catchment, particularly on the river flats and terraces, and on the foothills of the main
range.

Stock access to streams and disposal of dairy shed effluent are the main water supply hazards
associated with grazing.

Cropping for potatoes is practised on the gently-sloping land along the top of the Otway Range, from
Beech Forest to Lavers Hill.  Fodder crops are grown periodically on parts of the Gellibrand and
Carlisle River flats over summer.

Cropping necessitates soil disturbances, and can therefore cause erosion and water quality problems.
In this Catchment the areas regularly cropped are self-limiting, by virtue of their position in the
landscape.  The main existing hazard is the long-term deterioration of soil properties following
repeated cultivation.

Softwood Plantations are being established by several companies, which own a total of 78 km2 in the
Catchment.  This land is mainly located on the steep slopes abutting the main range.

On some blocks, inappropriate methods have been used for clearing blocks prior to planting, and the
Authority has distributed guidelines for the development of such plantations, to reduce the likelihood of
soil erosion and of consequent deleterious effects on water supply.

Public land covers 371 km2, being 55% of the catchment.

Water supply is the primary use of the public land in the Arkins Creek, West Gellibrand Reservoir and
Olangolah Reservoir Catchments, which are at present virtually “closed” catchments.

Hardwood forests on public land used for timber production cover 235 km2 in the Catchment.
Harvesting and regeneration operations conform to agreed forest management prescriptions, prepared
by the Forests Commission.

An increase in timber utilization could be expected if the integrated pulpwood and sawlog operations
proposed by the Forests Commission are carried out.  The Authority does not consider that limited
harvesting of logging waste for pulpwood would be detrimental to catchment values, provided
appropriate additional prescriptions are implemented.

Other more minor uses are discussed in Section 5.3.

1.3.3 Use of Land Systems in the Land Use Determination
The basis of boundary definition for several of the Land Use Determination categories is detailed land
system mapping.

The process by which the Gellibrand Catchment study was produced involved reinterpretation of the
land systems (mapped by Pitt) to identify components or groups of components, and complete re-
mapping of the boundaries of the ensuing map units.

The remapping was carried out using large-scale aerial photographs.  This was followed by ground
checking for accuracy, soil testing for various properties and assessment of water quality.
Table 15 lists the land systems, the map units, a brief description of each component and the Land Use
Determination categories.



The boundaries between adjacent land systems were transferred directly into Land Use Determination
category boundaries in some cases.  In other cases, the boundaries of map units within a land system
and defined on the 1:25 000 photographs, were translated into category boundaries.  Further divisions
of the map units were made where necessary following field inspections.



2. Land Use Determination

2.1 Explanation of Land Use Determination Categories
This should be read in conjunction with the Land Use Determination, Section 2.2.

The land use categories are arranged in order of intensity of land use, from Category 1 (Protective
buffers – low intensity) to Category 6 (Grazing and cropping – high intensity).  The intensity of each
land use is judged by the degree of soil disturbance or other impact on catchment values, and the extent
and frequency of operations associated with the land use.

2.1.1 Categories
Category 1 – consists of protective buffers around water storages, water supply points, creeks and
watercourses.  The buffer is the prime component of land use controls in multiple-use catchments,
providing a barrier against pollution and erosion at the interface between the land and the stream or
storages.

The Category 1 land is described in the Land Use Determination table and is shown in detail on the
following plans.

Category 2 – consists of protective forest areas, and is made up of two types of land:

(a) all forested public and freehold land in the catchment with a slope generally greater than 25
degrees or which for other reasons has a high inherent erosion hazard, is included in this
category.  This land is in effect and extension of the Category 1 buffers.  (The steep land has
not been mapped on the Land Use Determination plans, but is included within areas mapped
as Category 3.  It covers approximately 10% of the gross Category 3 area.)

(b) Those areas in the Catchment recommended by LCC for parks, flora and fauna conservation,
reference areas, and stream frontage reserves, all of which involve little soil disturbance, have
also been placed into this category.  These areas total 136 km2 or 20% of the Catchment.
Water production is compatible with these uses, provided that any recreation facilities are
properly sited and established.

Category 3 – comprises the production forest areas.  This is the largest category, covering 377 km2,
56% of the total areas of the Catchment (including the Category 1 and 2 areas).  Of this area,
approximately 235 km2 is public land, and 142 km2 is freehold.

Forest management prescriptions will be required to be implemented for all forest operations on
freehold land.  Where combined sawlog-pulpwood or pulpwood operations are involved, the Authority
may specify additional conditions which are more detailed than those for sawlog operations, since the
former two entail more intensive use of machinery and vehicles.

Category 4 – This category comprises land which is characterised either:  by a complex pattern of the
soil and site properties which would place the land within Category 3 (forest) or within Category 5
(grazing); or by properties intermediate between these.  It is all freehold land, and covers 77 km2, being
14 % of the Catchment.

The determined use is hardwood forestry, but parts of the land in this category could maintain
productive use for grazing.  As is the case for Category 3, the Authority may specify more detailed
conditions for combined sawlog/pulpwood or pulpwood operations.

Category 5 – This category consists of mostly cleared, gentle to moderately sloping freehold land,
covering 31 km2, 5% of the Catchment.
Continued use and development of this land for grazing is the determined use, while fodder cropping is
acceptable periodically.

Category 6 – This category consists of cleared, gently sloping freehold land, both on the Otway Ridge
and along parts of the Gellibrand and Carlisle River floodplains and terraces.  It covers 48 km2 being
7% of the Catchment.



This land may be used for grazing and cropping.  Where cultivation is too frequent or on unsuitable
sites, conditions may be imposed.

2.1.2 Other Uses
These are uses which may be carried out in one or more of the Land Use Determination categories, and
which have been listed separately to allow specific provisions for each secondary use to be included in
the determination.

Recreation – There is a wide range of recreation activities carried out in the catchment, mainly on
public land.  Because many such activities are not site-specific, they cannot be individually categorised.
Low intensity recreation activities which have a negligible impact on catchment values may be carried
out on land in Category 2 (where otherwise permitted).  In the parks in Category 2, facilities associated
with recreation may be established subject to suitable siting.  In other Categories, recreation activities
appropriate to the intensity of land use described for each Category may be carried out.  Vehicle-based
recreational activities may be harmful to water supply values and may need management attention, in
particular to protect roads and tracks from accelerated erosion.

Softwood Plantations – Softwood plantation operations are generally more intensive and more
frequent than hardwood sawlog-harvesting operations.

The effects of increased intensity of forest use on both water quality and yield are discussed in the
Water Supply Hazards section (6.3.2).

In order to implement the Land Use Determination the Authority will estimate the desirable upper
limits to the proportion of sensitive subcatchments which may be planted to softwoods, and the rate of
softwood harvesting.

Extractive Industries – Two substantial areas of public land in the Catchment, Grasstree Plain (R2)
and Old Lardner Track (R3) have been set aside for stone extraction.  They have been included in
Category 3 of the determination.

Other small sand or gravel pits may be developed on land in Categories 3-6, provided the conditions
stipulated for each application by the Authority are followed.  Applications for private extraction are
forwarded from the Department of Minerals and Energy for consideration by the Authority.

Residential Use – Access track construction and housesite benching cause erosion, and poor design or
siting of effluent disposal systems can cause pollution.  The Determination is self-explanatory, in
requiring prior consultation with the Authority and suitable standards for effluent disposal.

Roads and Tracks – Unsealed roads and tracks can be a major source of erosion, causing sediment and
turbidity problems in the water supply system.  Existing roads may require improvements in creek
crossing, drainage or batters, as specified in the Determination provisions.  Implementation of the
improvements may be carried out by joint programs involving the Authority and the relevant
management body.

Creek crossings are covered under the provision of Category 1, and new roads must be assessed by the
Authority under General Provision number 1.

2.1.3 Explanation of General Provisions
Provision 1 – The Authority’s assessment should take place at the planning stage of any of the
proposals listed so that any necessary amendments can easily be made.  In general the assessment
would involve discussion with the proposer, consideration of the siting and recommended changes if
any, timing of works, reclamation of disturbed areas, and any necessary catchment protection
measures.

Pulpwood harvesting and softwood plantations may be subject to the additional constraints mentioned
above.

With respect to subdivision of land titles, the Authority would not support a large increase in the
number of lots available for small farms or residential use, and unsuitable proposals and those
involving many lots are unlikely to receive favourable assessments.



Provision 2 – This general provision is intended to cover particular uses or management practices
identified as water catchment hazards, but which do not fit into the “land use category” or “other use”
classifications.

2.2 The Land Use Determination
The following Land Use Determination consists of the table of Land Use Categories and Provisions
(Table 1), and the mapsheets showing the distribution of the various categories in the catchment.
Figure 3 is the key for the Determination mapsheets; Figure 4 is the legend; and Figure 5 comprises the
ten mapsheets of the Determination Plan number S-1297.

The Determination mapsheets are at a scale of approximately 1 : 50,000, so that one hectare is
represented by an area about 2 mm square on the mapsheet.  At this scale small areas of land which are
better or poorer than the general categorisation cannot be shown.  Categorisation of such areas will be
ascertained by the Authority following site inspections.

Table 1 – Gellibrand River Water Supply Catchment – Land Use Determination 

Category Form of Land use Provision of Land Use

1.  Land Use Categories

1.

Protective buffers

Land to be used for the protection of the water supply
offtakes, reservoirs, rivers, creeks and watercourses from
the effects of soil erosion and pollution.

Land affected is:
(a) in the catchments to and within 200 metres radium

of the South Otway, Gellibrand River, Lardner
Creek and Barramunga Creek offtakes;

(b) adjacent to fully supply level of the Olangolah and
West Gellibrand Reservoirs and the Arkins Creek
Weirs as shown on Plan No. S-1297;

(c) within 40 metres of:  the Gellibrand River from
South Otway offtake to Barramunga Creek; the
Carlisle River from Gellibrand River to Arkins
Creek; and the Chapple Creek from Gellibrand
River to Skinner Creek;

(d) within 20 metres of the banks of all other creeks
and watercourses shown on Plan No. S-1297, or
watercourses where specified by the Authority.

1. No disturbance of soil and vegetation should
take place other than the minimum
necessary for creation of access and other
works relating to fire prevention and fire
protection.

2. Any proposals which may cause disturbance
of soil or vegetation must be referred to the
Authority for assessment before activities
commence.

3. The Authority may specify conditions which
relate to:

• Exclusion of stock from existing cleared
areas

• improvements in the location and design of
existing crossings.

2.

Protective Forest

Land to be used for water catchment protection by
retention of forest.

1. Provisions of Land Use 1, 2 and 3 apply as
for category 1.

2. Recreation facilities may be established
subject to the relevant provisions of this
Determination.

3.

Forest Use

Land to be retained as forest for hardwood and farm timber
production.

1. All forest operations are to be in accordance
with land use conditions made or approved
by the Authority.

2. The Authority may specify conditions
which define the location and/or limit the
extent of areas harvested for pulpwood
within a specified period in any parts of the
catchment.

 4.

Forest Use

Land to be used for forest production.

Grazing may take place in parts as specified by the
Authority.

1. All forest operations are to be in accordance
with land use conditions made or approved
by the Authority.

2. The Authority may specify conditions on
clearing which relate to:
• Areas suitable
• The timing of operations
• Erosion control and prevent measures
required
• Management of land after clearing
• Number, type and timing of stock grazing.

5.

Grazing

Land to be used for grazing. The Authority may specify conditions which relate
to:
• Number, type and timing of stock grazing
• Clearing operations
• Erosion control and prevention measures

required
• Treatment and disposal of effluent from

animal industries, and other agricultural
wastes.



Category Form of Land use Provision of Land Use
6.

Grazing

Land to be used for grazing and production of crops. The Authority may specify conditions which relate
to:
• Number, type and timing of stock grazing
• Clearing operations
• Areas suitable for intensive agricultural uses
• Cultivation rotations
• Erosion control and prevention measures

required
• Treatment and disposal of effluent from

animal industries, and other agricultural
wastes.

2. Other Uses

Category Land Use Categories Provisions of Use
Recreation 2 - 6 1. The intensity of recreation is to be in

accordance with the intent of the land use
categories.

2. Consultation with the Authority is required
before siting and construction of recreation
facilities and intensive use areas.

Softwood Plantations 3 – 6 1. Clearing of land for plantations and all
forest operation are to be in accordance with
land use conditions made or approved by
the Authority.

2. The Authority may specify conditions which
relate to:
• Land clearing
• The proportion of any parts of the

catchment planted to softwoods.
Flora and Fauna

Conservation and
Reference Areas

2,3

2

Use of these areas of public land is to be in
accordance with the appropriate Land
Conservation Council Recommendations as
approved by the Governor in Council.

Extractive Industries 4 – 6 The Authority may specify conditions which relate
to:
• Access
• The conduct of operations
• Soil conservation measures required
• Reclamation

Residential Use 4 – 6 1. Consultation with the Authority is required
before siting and construction of houses and
access tracks.

2. Treatment and disposal of domestic effluent
must comply with the relevant requirements
of the Health Act 1958, the Environment
Protection Act 1970 and the Shire of Otway
or the Shire of Colac.

Roads and Tracks 3 – 6 The Authority may require improvements to:
• Existing roads and tracks
• Drainage
• Embankment stability

General Provisions applying to all Categories:

1. Proposals for the following activities require assessment by the Authority before activities commence:

(a) Recreational developments
(b) Pulpwood harvesting
(c) Softwood plantations
(d) Extractive industries
(e) Road or track construction
(f) Subdivision of land titles.

2. The Soil Conservation Authority may determine and impose any conditions pursuant to Section 23(1) (c) and 23(4) (a) of the
Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act with respect to the use of or management of all or any land in any Category
specifying any action for the purposes of:

(a) preventing or limiting soil erosion or reclaiming eroded sites.
(b) Preserving or improving the quality or yield of water supply.
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1. Water Supply Systems

1.1 Outline of Supply Systems

1.1.1 SRWSC Otway System1

The SRWSC Otway System diverts water from the Gellibrand River Catchment to supply a large
population of urban and rural users to the west and northwest.  Water is diverted from the Catchment at
three points:  Arkins Creek near Wyelangta, the Gellibrand River downstream of its confluence with
the Carlisle River, and the Gellibrand River just upstream of its confluence with Kennedys Creek (See
Figure 6).

The Otway Main Pipeline has the capacity of 20 megalitres (Ml) per day and carries water by gravity
from offtakes on the three small Arkins Creek weirs to various urban and rural supplies.  During
summer it is necessary to supplement the gravity supply from the Arkins Creek catchment by pumping
into the same pipeline from the Gellibrand River at Carlisle township.

Townships supplies from the Otway Main Pipeline include Carlisle River, Simpson, Cobden,
Camperdown, Lismore, Derrinallum, Terang, Noorat, Glenormiston, Allansford, the City of
Warrnambool, and several small settlements.

Water is also supplied to a large number of rural properties, mainly dairy farms, within the Otway
Rural District centred around Camperdown, and within the Otway Waterworks District by tappings
direct from the pipeline.

Figure 6 – Water Supply Systems – SRWSC

                                                          
1 Adapted from SRWSC (1979)



The South Otway Pipeline carries water pumped from the Gellibrand River offtake at Chapple Vale to
Warrnambool.  There are no diversions from this pipeline.  The present capacity of the pipeline is 20
Ml per day and this volume is pumped over the drier months of the year.  The period of pumping
depends on demand, river water quality, and river flow.

The total SRWSC system at present diverts at present diverts about 9 000 Ml per annum, to supply a
population of about 37 000.  About half of the water diverted from the Gellibrand River Catchment in
this system, is used by the City of Warrnambool.

1.1.2 Colac Supply System
The Colac Waterworks Trust diverts water from the 2 000 Ml capacity West Gellibrand Reservoir and
the 136 Ml Olangolah Reservoir.  From these two storages the water is piped about 32 km to service
basin near Colac (see Figure 7).

The total catchment area to these two storages is 29 km2.

Water quality in the Colac system is considered to be satisfactory.  The water is not treated, except for
the addition of copper sulphate to the service basins to combat algal growths when necessary.
However there have been recent persistent increases in bacterial counts, and the Trust is considering
installation of a disinfection system.

The Trust also supplies several small townships and about 650 rural properties.  The total amount of
water diverted is about 3 400 Ml per annum, supplied to about 15 000 consumers.

Figure 7 – Water Supply
Systems – Geelong,
Colac, Gellibrand



1.1.3 Gellibrand Township Supply System
The Gellibrand Waterworks Trust pumps about 20 Ml per annum from Lardner Creek south of the
township, to a service basin which supplies the town by gravity (see Figure 7).

The supply is chlorinated and the service basin is sufficiently large to allow some settling of suspended
solids.

The population presently supplies is about 250.  The catchment to the offtake is 51 km2.

1.1.4 Geelong Supply Offtake
The Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust diverted water from the Gellibrand Catchment during
the 1967/68 drought.  Water was pumped from an offtake on Barramunga Creek with a 5.9 km2

catchment, into the West Barwon Reservoir (see Figure 7).  These works are maintained for use, and
approval has been obtained for the continued use of these works up to 1987.

1.1.5 Private Diversion
Private diverters are authorised to irrigate approximately 260 hectares in the Gellibrand River
Catchment, involving diversion of about 1 570 Ml per annum.  These diversions are by annual permit
only, because there is no regulating storage to ensure supply.  Diversions will be restricted to about the
present level, until appropriate river regulation can provide a secure supply.

1.2 Water Supply Proposals

1.2.1 Gellibrand Dam
This reservoir, proposed by the SR&WSC, is the most significant scheme for further use of the water
resources of the Gellibrand River Catchment.  As described the existing systems consist mainly of
River offtakes, and any major future use of surface water would require a large storage.  This would
assure supply for the pump offtakes, and allow further diversions for irrigation, by controlled releases
over summer.

The major use of water from any new Gellibrand storage would be the Geelong Waterworks and
Sewerage Trust to augment its existing system which harvests water from the adjacent Upper Barwon
Catchment.  This and the Geelong Trust’s Moorabool River System are approaching full development.
The Trust already takes Gellibrand water at Barramunga.

The Water Commission has investigated several possible sites for a storage on the Gellibrand River.
Two dam sites which were most suitable from consideration of abutment rock stability and storage
volume, had several drawbacks:

(a) they would have flooded large areas of permeable unconsolidated Tertiary sediments (Tad in
Figure 11), allow leakage;

(b) agricultural land downstream was likely to become waterlogged as a result of rises in local
water tables; and

(c) the stored water would have contacted the foot of steep, unstable slopes, increasing the risk of
slope failures.

The Water Commission is continuing investigations of these and other possible sites in the Gellibrand
catchment for a surface storage, clear of the permeable Tertiary sediments.

As an alternative, the Water Commission, Department of Minerals and Energy and the Geelong Trust
have been investigating the possibility of utilising groundwater resources.  Drilling has been carried out
to gather knowledge of the aquifer systems, and it appears that there is a substantial groundwater
resource between Gellibrand and Barwon Downs in the Kawarren area.  It may be feasible to establish
a wellfield and construct a pipeline to supply Geelong.

Once the aquifer intake areas has been defined, or a decision taken to construct a surface storage, the
Land Use Determination can be amended to provide for control over any unsuitable land uses in these
areas.



1.2.2 Colac Pipeline
Although the existing Olangolah and West Gellibrand Reservoirs will be able to provide the projected
future water demand for Colac, the present single pipeline limits the rate of flow from the storages to
the service basins, causing shortages in times of peak demand.  The Colac Waterworks Trust is
progressively increasing the capacity of the pipeline, which will involve construction works through
the upper part of the Gellibrand River Catchment.

1.3 Streamflow
There are eight stream gauging stations in operation in the Catchment, on the Gellibrand River and
various tributaries.  Table 2 shows the mean annual flow figures and sub-catchment yield (flow/sub-
catchment area) for relevant stations.  Both the flow and yield figures illustrate the importance of the
northern flank of the Otway Range in providing most of the yield, and the relatively small contribution
of the streams draining areas more remote from the Range.

Figure 8A, which is derived from the flow and yield figures in Table 2 indicates that the higher-
yielding areas are located on the Range.  This point is also reinforced by the rainfall distribution (see
Figure 16).

The river flows are markedly seasonal, as shown by Figure 8B.  The greatest mean monthly flows are
in August, with February and March having the lowest flows.  The ratio of highest to lowest monthly
mean flows is about 20 to 1.

The total volume of water diverted is about 4% of the mean annual flow at Burrupa, downstream of the
South Otway pump.  However, the demand for water and distribution of flow through the yea are such
that without a regulating storage, the summer flow is close to full commitment in average rainfall years
and in severe drought periods may be overcommitted.

To illustrate, over summer the South Otway pipeline carries 20 Ml per day, pumped from the
Gellibrand River.  In February and March 1968, minimum flow in the River dropped to only 17.1 Ml
per day at the Carlisle gauge.

Table 2 – Mean Annual Flows and Catchment Yields (1950-1974)

Gauging Station
(Station No.)

Mean Annual
Flow
(Ml)

Catchment Yield
(mm)

Gellibrand R at Upper Gellibrand (235202) 38 100 736
Gellibrand R at Gellibrand (235228 46 200 470
Lardner Ck at Gellibrand (235210) 29 400 607
Gellibrand R at Bunker Hill (235229) 117 000 390
Arkins Ck at Wyelangta (235250 3 668 917
Carlisle R at Carlisle (235208) 32 300 416
Gellibrand R at Carlisle (235208) 221 400 392
Chapple Ck at Chapple Vale (235212) 13 400 352
Skinners Ck at Chapple Vale (235213) 9 700 402



Figures 8a and b – River Flow Records



Table 3 – Water Quality Means

Monitoring SitesQuality Parameter

E. coli
West Arkins

Creek
East Arkins

Creek
Carlisle South Otway

X (g) 23 - 123 116
n 76 - 77 66

Organisms/100 ml

Range 0-710 - 2-1200 0-790
X 35 79 101 115
Sn 17 32 35 52
n 81 72 81 92

Colour
Pt Co units

Range 10-100 20-160 40-240 10-3
X 2.7 3.9 16 16
Sn 2.4 3.2 15 14
N 81 73 81 91

Turbidity
NTU

Range 1-16 1.5-18 3.6-68 0.6-1
X 0.45 0.75 2.3 2.2
Sn 0.22 0.29 1.1 0.9
n 66 58 64 45

Total Iron

Range 0.1-1.2 0.05-1.4 0.29-6.1 1.1-7.1
pH Range 5.5-8.8 5.5-9.7 6.5-8.1 6.0-7.7

Mean Value (x (g) or x), Standard Deviation (Sn)
Number of Records (n) Range



2. Water Quality
2.1 Water Quality Monitoring

The water quality figures available are from SRWSC analyses of one monitoring sample per month for
several sites in the Catchment.  These sites are at the West and East Arkins Creeks weirs, the South
Otway pump offtake, and the Gellibrand River pump offtake at Carlisle.

These figures dates from early 1975 to the present.  They do not include storm hydrograph, daily or
weekly sampling, except for a weekly sampling programme at the South Otway pump site for four
months in 1974.

It is therefore difficult to assign measured effects to particular land uses.  However, the existing water
quality data for several parameters have been reviewed.  Bacterial counts, colour, turbidity, iron, plant
nutrients, pH and dissolved oxygen are the most relevant water quality parameters for the Gellibrand
River Catchment water supply systems.  The means, standard deviations, number of samples and
ranges for several of these parameters are shown in Table 3; the monthly mean values shown in Figures
9 and 10 are from 6-8 monthly measurements taken between 1974 and 1981.

2.1.1 Bacterial Numbers
The most common indicator of bacterial levels in water supply, is a count of the number of Escherichia
coli organisms found in 100 ml of water.  The presence of E. coli in the water indicates that faecal
pollution has occurred, from animal or human sources.  While not generally being a pathogenic
organism itself, it indicates that other faecal bacteria, including pathogens such as Salmonella, Shigella
or Vibrio species in some cases may also be present.

The bacterial counts summaries in Table 3 are highly variable, as shown by the ranges.  The general
levels are reasonably high, as indicated by the geometric mean values.

The monthly mean figures (Figure 9A) cannot be interpreted as showing the relative states at each
sampling site each month.  However, they do show:  that West Arkins Creek has markedly better water
quality (also evident in Table 3); and that a peak in bacterial numbers in the River will occur on
average in October or November, with a trough from June to August.

The Spring peak probably results from either:  spring storms, and warmer weather than winter when the
highest flows occur; or initiation of soil-disturbing operations after winter.



Figure 9 – Monthly Water Quality Means

2.1.2 Colour
Colour results from dissolved or fine colloidal materials in the water, which gives it a yellow-brown
hue.  Visible colour is objectionable to consumers, and may cause staining and taste problems.

True colour remains in the water after removal of turbidity by filtration or centrifugation.  It mainly
comprises humic substances, derived from bacterial action or breakdown of vegetative material in soil
organic matter.

Some Eucalyptus and Leptospermum species cause strong colouring of water which soaks through their
leaf litter.  In the Gellibrand Catchment, thee are large areas of both eucalypt forest with such species,
and of sand soils which have Leptospermum species occurring commonly in the drainage lines.

The values for colour in Table 3, in Platinum-Cobalt (Pt-Co) units, are variable and high.  The monthly
mean values (Figure 9B) emphasize the differences between the River colour and the Arkins Creek
colour shown in Table 3.  The River colour peaks occur one a half to two months after the peak in flow
in the River (see Figure 8B).

The monthly mean colour curves for the two River sites follow each other in a general manner, but not
consistently.  South Otway figures are generally higher than at Carlisle upstream, indicating the inflow
of the periodically high-colour Chapple, Skinner and Sandy Creeks between the Carlisle and South
Otway sites.  However the Carlisle figures are higher for February and March, suggesting dilution by
downstream tributaries under certain low-flow conditions.  West Arkins Creek has a trough over winter
and spring, in contrast to the other sites and quality parameters.



Figure 10 – Monthly Water Quality Means

2.1.3 Turbidity
Turbidity results from stable colloidal suspensions of clay particles and organic matter in water, which
is perceived as muddiness or cloudiness by water consumers.  Such particles can cause tastes, can carry
bacteria and plant nutrients, and can cause normal chlorine-dosing levels to be less effective.  The later
occurs either by adsorption and inactivation of the chlorine, or by protection of the bacteria.

Table 3 shows turbidity figures in nephelometric turbidity units (NTU).  The distributions are broad,
shown by the ranges and standard deviations.  However, between the peaks turbidity levels drop to
moderate values, contrasting with colour which remains high between peaks.

The monthly mean figures (shown in Figure 10A) again illustrate the difference in quality of West
Arkins Creek and Gellibrand River water.

Figure 10A shows the regular yearly cycle for both River offtakes, with a strongly expressed July to
November peak, and a February to April trough.  The West Arkins Creek has minor turbidity peaks in
July and September.

Averaged over a number of years, the turbidity level follows river flow, with the trough occurring at
about the same time, while the turbidity peak is delayed approximately two months behind the river
flow peak (see Figure 8B).

The turbidity measurements in NTU represent an estimate of the concentration of light-scattering
colloidal material in the water.  For any particular soil type, the turbidity level in runoff water which
results from erosion, is a relatively constant proportion of that soil in relation to the coarse and fine
sediment levels produced by erosion of the same soil.  An arbitrary indication of the “load” of soil
material in the water can therefore be obtained by multiplying flow and turbidity figures.

Using mean monthly quality monitoring and mean monthly flow figures for the Carlisle monitoring site
and the Carlisle flow recorder (235208), the resulting graph has a regular, broad-troughed curve, with a
round peak centred on the end of August.  The total “load” for the four months July to October is more
than five times the total “load” for the rest of the year, and is approximately fifty times the “load” fro
the four months January to April.



The colour and turbidity samples are taken on the same day from the two River sites, which are
approximately 24 km apart.  Because true colour is derived from dissolved material, the colour level in
any particular portion of river flow is unlikely to change by settling.

The substantial differences between colour values from the two River sites for eight of the monthly
mean values, contrasted with the similarity of the turbidity curves, suggests that colour has a fast and
short-lived peak response to rainfall or land-use events, such that one of the River stations can record a
colour peak not present at the other.

The response of River turbidity to such events however, is more “buffered”, so that both River stations
usually record similar turbidities.

The weekly sampling programme for South Otway in 1974 indicated a variable delay between a colour
peak and the following turbidity peak of from nil to nine days.

2.1.4 Iron
In water supplies, iron can be responsible for:  colour (when in fine colloidal form); turbidity (as
coarser colloidal particles); slime deposits resulting from the action of iron bacteria; unpleasant taste;
and discoloration of fabrics and plumbing fittings.

Iron is present in the parent rock of the Otway Ranges, for example 4% of one sample analysed was
ferrous oxide (Edwards & Baker 1943).  On weathering of the rock the iron is oxidised to ferric oxide,
and analyses of the soil types from such areas show levels of ferric oxide of 4-5% of soil dry weight.
Some other soil types in the Gellibrand Catchment have higher iron levels with the C-horizon of one
localised soil type reaching 14% ferric oxide (Leslie, in Pitt 1981).

The levels of iron detected in water in the SRWSC monthly sampling (Table 3) show low to moderate
levels in the Arkins Creek catchments.  However, the Gellibrand River samples, both at the Carlisle
and South Otway pumps, have high mean iron levels.  The highest values would be associated with
severe discoloration.

The curves of monthly mean values (Figure 10B) are irregular, with peaks at Carlisle in March and
October, and at South Otway in January and October.  However, the high October figure at South
Otway is a mean of only three individual values, one of which was 7.1 mg/l.  The West Arkins Creek
figures are relatively constant.

2.1.5 Plant Nutrients
Both high acidity (pH much less than 7) and high alkalinity (pH much greater than 7) can cause
problems in the water supply system.  Low pH water is corrosive to metals; high pH water can cause
calcium carbonate “scaling”.  Both effects can block metal pipes, either by corrosion products or scale
build-up.

The mean values of pH in Gellibrand River water are not of particular consequence as they are close to
neutral (7) for all sampling sites.  The ranges however, as shown in Table 3, indicate that extreme
levels can occur.

There is no strong monthly trend in pH for the Gellibrand River sampling sites.  However, at the East
Arkins Creek site, pH is slightly acid over the summer months, neutral to slightly basic in autumn, then
strongly acidic for winter and spring.  This effect probably results from leaching of acids from the soil,
and it corresponds with the peak in River flow (see Figure 8B).

2.1.6 Dissolved Oxygen
Dissolved oxygen levels are only measured regularly at Upper Gellibrand, at a relatively steep phase of
the River flow, and a short distance below a waterfall.  However, on some occasions, dissolved oxygen
concentrations have fallen below 60% saturation, (i.e. less than 5.5 mg/l at 20 degrees).  Lower
dissolved oxygen levels are more likely downstream, where there are higher organic matter inputs
resulting from surface soil erosion and animal excreta, causing a higher oxygen demand.

2.2 Storm Rainfall and Water Quality

To link changes in water quality with rainfall accurately, it is necessary to sample water quality at short
intervals during the stormflow hydrograph.  Monthly monitoring figures are not adequate for this



purpose.  However, all daily rainfall events greater than 20 mm and within the seven days prior to the
water quality sampling dates, were collected and reviewed.  Thirty-one storm events and river flow
quality sampling dates have been able to be related by these monthly figures.  The sampling times were
of course at different stages of the storm hydrographs.
These figures indicate that, as expected, large storms are often followed by decreases in water quality.
Many of the minor peaks for individual quality parameters follow such storms.  However, many of the
storms did not cause peaks in individual quality parameters.  Colour and turbidity for example roe on
several occasions while E. coli counts and iron concentrations fell.  The latter suggest dilution of
localised pollutants by higher River flows.  Various other combinations of quality rises and falls
occurred inconsistently after storms.

Several peaks in water quality parameters, including some of the highest values for E. coli, colour and
turbidity, were not associated with particular storms.  These results are more likely to reflect individual
cases of earth disturbance or pollution, rather than being related to the erosivity of storms.

2.3 Water Quality Standards

The Commonwealth Department of Health’s (1980) drinking water standards for relevant parameters
as shown in Table 4.

The bacterial counts are clearly and consistently above the standard levels.  In fact only 6 of 219 counts
are within the desirable current criterion.  Disinfection is discussed below.

Table 4 – Selected criteria from the Department of Health’s “Desirable Quality for Drinking Water
in Australia”

Quality Parameter Desirable Current Criteria Long Term Objective
E. coli 90% of samples to have less than 3

organisms per 100 ml.
Nil organisms per 100 ml.

Colour 50 Pt Co units 5 units
Turbidity 25 NTU 5 units
Total Iron 1.0 mg/l 0.1 mg/l
pH range 6.5-9.2 7.0-8.5

Although the West Arkins Creek colour mean (Table 3) is within the desirable current criterion, means
for the East Arkins Creek and both Gellibrand River sampling sites, are well over the standard.  In fact
both River site mean values are more than one standard deviation above the quality standard.  All River
monthly mean colour values, (see Figure 9B) are above the standard.  West Arkins Creek monthly
mean values however, are all within the standard.

For turbidity, monthly mean River values are above the desirable current criterion from August to
October, but are less than the long-term objective level for February and March.  West Arkins Creek
values, both monthly and overall means, are all within the long-term objective level.

Iron levels in the Arkins Creek are within the desirable current criterion.  For the River, all monthly
means for both sites are above the iron criterion, and both overall means are more than one standard
deviation above the criterion.

Values of pH are most variable for the East Arkins Creek offtake.  Thirty-two percent of individual
values from this site are more acidic than specified under the desirable current criterion.

2.4 Water Treatment

Gellibrand River water is chlorinated at both the Carlisle and South Otway pump stations.  The water
enters long pipelines from both stations, and the primary reasons for chlorination are disinfection of the
supply from an inhabited catchment, and to prevent the development of growths in the pipelines which
would reduce capacity.  Chlorination also reduces the colour level slightly.

Due to a desire to provide a high standard of water quality, the City of Warrnambool is installing a
treatment plant to treat the water it receives from both the South Otway and Otway Main pipelines
before distribution to residents.  A pilot treatment plant was installed temporarily at the South Otway
pump station to determine the type and extent of treatment necessary for all waters in the Otway



System.  A report on the operation of the pilot plant recommends loading rates for different
coagulation, sedimentation and filtration methods (Camp Scott and Furphy 1977).

Figure 11 – Geology



3. Catchment Description
3.1 Geology and Physiography

3.1.1 Lower Cretaceous Sedimentation
During the Lower Cretaceous epoch, deep beds of sediments were laid down over palaeozoic basement
rock in southern Victoria.  The sedimentation was non-marine, resulting from extensive floodplain and
braided-stream systems, and was accompanied by subsidence.

These Otway Group sediments now from the dominant outcropping rock along the southern side of
Gellibrand Catchment as the geological material forming the Otway Range ridge and slopes.

The Lower Cretaceous deposition occurred in two stages.  The rock resulting from the first stage (Kls
on Figure 11) is composed mainly of fine to medium grained greenish-grey felspathic sandstones
interbedded with dark dense mudstones.  The major components of the sandstone are rock fragments,
feldspar and quartz, with the matrix cement usually being chlorite.  These sediments weather to a grey
or pale brown coloured friable material following conversion of the feldspars to clay minerals and
decomposition of the chlorite cement.

The later stage of the Lower Cretaceous deposition (Klp) resulted in calcareous-cemented sandstones
and lighter-coloured mudstones, with a higher proportion of feldspars.  These sediments outcrop north
of the Gellibrand River in Yahoo Creek – Bunker Hill area and in the middle reaches of Lardner and
Charley Creek Catchments.

3.1.2 Tertiary Sedimentation
The present Otway Range area and the surrounding landscape were alternately inundated and exposed
by marine incursions and regressions during the Tertiary period, allowing substantial deposition.

The oldest influx of the sea is associated with deposition of the unconsolidated sands, silts, clays and
gravels of the Wangerrip Group.  These are represented in the Gellibrand Catchment by outcrops of
Dilwyn Formation sediments (Tad).  This Formation was laid down through the mid-Palaeocene and
early Eocene, mainly as deltas and tidal flats.

In the Catchment these sediments occur on the northern flank of the Otway Range and on the north side
of the River, from Devondale to Barongarook.  Different properties result from and different soils have
developed on these sediments according to their coarseness.

Unconsolidated quartz sand and occasional gravel predominate in a wide belt stretching from south of
Chapple Vale to Carlisle and around to the east of Gellibrand.  However, further west and north the
Wangerrip Group sediments have moderate to high levels of clay and silt and moderate amounts of
sand.

The second Tertiary marine incursion took place in the late Oligocene and mid-Miocene, but it did not
advance as far into the Otway Range.  The resulting sediments present in the Catchment, identified as
part of the Heytesbury Group, may have been deposited in the shallow sea margins.  They comprise
unconsolidated clays, silts and sands and minor outcrops occur in the west, northwest and northeast of
the catchment (Tmi).
After regression of the sea, the deposited material underwent deep weathering and lateritisation in the
Pliocene.  Some resulting plateau remnants of lateritised surfaces of this type occur on the western
Catchment boundary.  Deeply weathered soil profiles of equivalent age and type, but lacking ironstone,
remain the northeast of the Catchment.

There has been much surface redistribution of the Palaeocene and Miocene sand deposits and it is
difficult to tell whether the Pliocene sedimentation which occurred in adjacent areas, is represented in
the Gellibrand Catchment.

3.1.3 Quaternary Sedimentation
Substantial areas of Quaternary alluvial deposits of sand, silt, clay and gravel have been laid down
along the Gellibrand and Carlisle Rivers (Qra).  Minor areas of deposition have occurred along the
valleys of the Barramunga, Lardner, Charley, Porcupine, Ten Mile, Yahoo, Love, Boggy, Cole, Leahy,
Sandy, Chapple and Skinner Creeks.



3.1.4 Structure
Uplift of the Otway Ranges continued at intervals following the close of the Cretaceous period.  Early
in the Tertiary there was some deposition on the central Otway Range area.  This surface had evolved
over a long period of weathering and dissection into an undulating landscape with rolling rounded hills.

In the Pliocene however, this area was substantially uplifted, allowing rejuvenation of the landscape.
Rapid down-cutting has since resulted in deep steep-sided valleys, on the north and south sides of the
uplifted area.

Remnants of the undulating surface are present along the Otway Ridge and are represented in the
Gellibrand Catchment between Crowes and Mt Sabine.  The youthful landscape described above makes
up the majority of the Catchment on the south side of the River.

The drainage pattern resulting from the dome-like structure of the Otway Ridge is radial, although
because the uplifted range is elongated, the drainage lines tend to be generally parallel.  On the Tertiary
sediments the drainage pattern is loosely parallel, although where a catchment consists of uniform
unconsolidated material, as with the coarse sands in the Crinoline, Skinner and Boggy Creek
Catchments, there are pronounced parallel drainage patterns.

The Pliocene uplift of the Otway Ranges was by block movement along the Chapple Vale and Bambra
Faults on the north side.  These still have clear physiographic expression, as well as marking the
boundary of the Lower Cretaceous and Tertiary sediments.

Other more minor faults, which have shaped the Gellibrand Catchment, are as follows:

Unnamed Fault This is located along the north side of the River, between Carlisle and Chapple Vale.
An escarpment remains adjacent to the River, and as the uplifted block apparently
tilted to the north, the Catchment boundary is close to the River in this area.

Carlisle Fault This caused uplift of an area with surface Tertiary sediments south of the Gellibrand
River.  This fault may also have blocked the River and allowed development of a
large area of alluvial flats, which following redissection remain as a series of ancient
high level terraces around Carlisle township.

Love Creek Fault This is similar to the Carlisle Fault in that it probably blocked the Gellibrand River
below the present Gellibrand Township, allowing similar terrace development.  The
fault line is indicated by an escarpment along the north side of the River.  This fault
block may also have tilted to the north, causing a reversal in the direction of flow in
Yahoo Creek which drains the area to the north of the fault.  This Creek drains
initially to the northeast, before joining the southwest-flowing Love Creek.

Barham Fault A third major area of ancient terraces exists upstream of Gellibrand Township.  The
Barham Fault may also have blocked the Gellibrand River.  This fault line is
apparently associated with older volcanic extrusions as three areas of minor outcrop
(Tvo) occur along the fault as hilltops near Gellibrand.

3.1.5 Landslide Hazard
The Lower Cretaceous sediments of the Otways are known for their relatively high landslide hazard.
Figure 12 illustrates landslides in the catchment identified by Cooney (1980) by photo interpretation
and field work.

The factors he considered made an area prone to landslide include:

• The presence of a previous slope failure
• High annual rainfall
• Moderate to steep slopes
• Suitable lithologies
• Deep weathering
• Favourable oriented discontinuities.



Figure 12 – Landslide Distribution

Diversion of drainage water onto steep slopes, for example from road culverts and cutoff drains, can
also exacerbate potentially unstable slopes.  Slumps, mainly in the surface soil material, are more
common than large-scale rock and soil landslides.  Slumps may occur in fill material, on steep cut
slopes or on hillsides after heavy rain or removal of vegetation.  Where such earth movements occur
close to drainage lines, they can be a major source of turbidity and sediment.

Most of the landslides shown in Figure 12 occur in the AIRE land system (see Section 3.5) and on
freehold land which had been cleared.  This includes an area on Lardner Track, now the Webster Hill
softwood plantation.  While Cooney noted that dense tree cover probably obscured many landslides in
parts of his study area, there is still an apparent link demonstrated between land clearing and landslides.

The large landslides which have occurred in the catchment can be considered dormant.  On the other
hand, quite a few of the small landslides are active.  Cooney noticed a very strong tendency for small
landslides to occur in previously failed materials, that is, within prior large landslides.

3.2 Soils

The major soils in the Gellibrand Catchment are grouped broadly into four categories, and are
described below in terms of their occurrence and attributes significant for land use.



The soil descriptions are adapted from Pitt (1981).  Further detail and profile descriptions are contained
in this report.

3.2.1 Soils Formed on Lower Cretaceous Sediments
These soils occur along the main Otway Range on the south side of the Catchment.  The landscape
consists mainly of steep hills with a few restricted remnants of an undulating plateau on the crests of
the hills.

Brown gradational soils (44% of the catchment)

These are the most common soils in the Gellibrand Catchment, occurring on steep slopes and crests of
the Otway Ranges over a wide rainfall range.

Dark brown loam surface soils grade into brown or yellowish brown medium clays or silty clays at 20
cm.  Weathering parent material is encountered at between 80 and 130 cm depth.  Structure is well
developed and floaters of the Cretaceous parent rock are common.  The reaction trend is acidic.

Although soil permeability is moderate, heavy rainfall leads to considerable surface runoff and erosion
of surface soil layers when disturbed.  Landslips are common on steep slopes with this soil type.

Dark brown gradation soils (5%)

Most of the minor drainage lines and may of the larger streams on the Otway Ridge are bounded by
colluvial/alluvial slopes of variable grade.  The soils contain varying amounts of gravel and tone, with
occasional boulders.

Levels of most plant nutrients are moderately high but acidic reactions restrict their availability.
Profiles are permeable but watertables are close to the surface for much of the year.

Stony brown gradational soils (3%)

On drier exposures of Cretaceous sediments, steep slopes prone to soil loss have young profiles
developed on colluvium.  The steep slopes near Yahoo Creek are the main areas of occurrence in the
Gellibrand Catchment.
Levels of organic matter and soil nutrients are notably lower, and profiles are shallower than in other
soils on Cretaceous sediments.  Reaction is acidic and moisture holding capacity is low.

3.2.2 Soil Formed on Coarser Tertiary Sediments
These soils occur on the foothills of the Otway Range and across the Gellibrand Valley to the northern
Catchment boundary, on the unconsolidated coarse sediments of the Dilwyn Formation.  The soils are
extremely variable, and only the three major ones are discussed.

Permeabilities are high, with soil water draining through grey sand channels through the B horizon.
The reaction is acid, with particularly low pH values at the surface.  Low nutrient levels in the parent
material, and intense leaching of the permeable profiles has led to severe nutrient deficiencies.
Limitations to plant growth also arise from low water-holding capacities.

Grey sand soils with hardpans (6%)

Hardpans, rich in iron and organic compounds, have been formed in outcrops of coarse Tertiary
deposits.  Dissection has brought many of them close to the surface.  They are usually covered by a
wash of grey sand approximately 60 cm deep.

Cemented sand and gravel of the hardpan varies in thickness from 30 cm to several metres and below
this yellow sand and gravel layers are encountered.  The reaction is acid and fertility is low.
Permeability is restricted by the hardpan and roots are unable to penetrate.  Waterlogging occurs above
the hardpan for most months of the year, but the low water-holding capacity of the surface horizons
results in drying out and plant moisture stress in summer months.



Yellow gradational soils, weak structure (6%)

On steep outcrops of Tertiary clays, silts and sands, profiles with weak differentiation and minimal
structural development are encountered.  They occur around the periphery of the Ranges and are
common near Mt Mackenzie and Bunker Hill in the west of the Catchment.

Profiles are acidic and water-holding capacities are low, particularly in the A horizons.  Soil nutrient
levels are moderate.

3.2.3 Soils Formed on Finer Tertiary Sediments
In the north and west of the Catchment there are soils formed manly on the unconsolidated clays and
sands of the Dilwyn Formation deposits.  Soils are also very variable here.

Mottled Yellow and Red Gradational Soils (7%)

Gradational soils have formed on the weathered remnants of Tertiary lateritic profiles near Wonga
Road, Barongarook, and Kawarren and also on the highest alluvial terraces at Carlisle and Gellibrand.

The subsoil consists of red, yellow and grey mottled clays continuing to indefinite depths.  Soil
reaction is acidic and intense leaching has resulted in low levels of many plant nutrients.  High
sesquioxide levels lead to fixation of applied phosphate.

Yellow-brown Gradational Soils, Coarse Structure (3%)

Along the hillslopes near Kawarren and around the South Otway pump, the intensely weathered
mottled clays mentioned above have been stripped away.  This has exposed les-weathered underlying
Tertiary sands and clays and occasionally some gently sloping outcrops of Cretaceous sandstones.

Soil reaction is neutral and fertility is low.  Permeability is restricted by the dense clay subsoils.  The
clays are dispersible, resulting in gully and tunnel erosion.

3.2.4 Minor Soils
Two alluvial soils found along the Gellibrand and Carlisle Rivers are described, and also the most
common polygenetic soil.

Grey gradational soils (3%)

On flood plains throughout the Catchment, and extending back up many valleys to narrow drainage
lines, alluvial deposits derived from Tertiary sediments have developed poorly drained heavy textured
soils.

Seasonally high watertables have led to poor structural development.  Nutrient levels are moderately
low.

Brown gradational soils, weak structure (1%)

These soils are on the alluvial plains, particularly in areas where much of the alluvium is derived from
Cretaceous sediments.

Nutrient levels are relatively high because of the source of the parent material.  However, soil reaction
is acid, calcium levels are low, and carbon-nitrogen ratios are unfavourably high.

Grey sand soils, structured clay underlay (3%)

Redistribution of sand by water and wind has been common in the Gellibrand Catchment, leading to
the formation of sandy surface horizons over clay soils.  In this soil type “coffee rock” hardpans have
developed strongly at the base of the sand, which overlies well-structured clays formed on Tertiary
sediments.  These buried clays frequently resemble the subsoil of the mottled yellow and red
gradational soils.

The reaction trend is acidic with highly acidic surface horizons.  Nutrient levels are low, and carbon-
nitrogen ratios are particularly unfavourable.  Profile drainage is often severely restricted by the



hardpans and waterlogging is common in the wetter months.  During summer, however, the hardpans
serve to hold water within the root zone.

Figure 13 – Approximate relationships between the distribution of Eucalyptus species in the
catchment and (inferred) soil nutrient status, rainfall and drainage (from Parsons et al, 1977).

Eucalyptus species Common name
A aromaphloia Scent bark
B baxteri Brown stringybark
C cypellocarpa Mountain grey gum
CF Closed forest, including Nathofagus cunninghamii
N nitida Shining peppermint
O ovata Swamp gum
Ob obliqua Messmate
R regnans Mountain ash
Ra radiata Narrow leaf peppermint
V viminalis Manna gum

3.3 Vegetation

3.3.1 Structure
On the gentle slopes of the main Otway ridge in the south of the Catchment, and continuing onto the
steep slopes of the range, the native overstorey vegetation is classified (Specht 1970) as a tall open
forest (mature tree height greater than 30 m, crown cover less than 70%).  The understorey consists
mainly of broad-leaved wet-forest shrubs.

In the deep gullies draining the ridge, there are tall closed forests, with a thick understorey of ferns and
other wet-forest species.

On the foothills north of the main range there is a complex pattern of vegetation types ranging from
open forests (tree height less than 30 m) to closed heaths.

Woodland formations (crown over less than 30%) are most common in the west and north of the
Catchment, on moderately dissected crests and slopes.  Open forest formations are found on the more
strongly dissected hills north of Carlisle and also west of Kawarren.



3.3.2 Tree Species
The major tree species in the Gellibrand Catchment are listed in order of predominance.

Messmate (Eucalyptus obliqua) is ubiquitous in the Catchment.  It occurs in formations from tall open
forests to low woodlands, and is found in most components of all land systems (refer Section 3.5)
except on the poorest sandy soils.

Figure 13 illustrates the wide occurrence of messmate, on sites with wide ranges of both moisture and
nutrient status.

Mountain ash (E. regnans) on the other hand, only occurs on wetter sites (annual rainfall over 1 500
mm) on the Lower Cretaceous parent material.  It is found on the steep slopes on the north face of the
Otways, and on the gently-sloping ridgetop.  Ash occurred in pure stands at elevations above 480 m
(approximately), although now these areas are mostly cleared.

At lower elevations the “ash forests” occur in mixed stands with messmate or a hybrid between these
two species known as “Otway messmate”, and one more of mountain grey gum (E. cypellocarpa),
manna gum (E. viminalis), and blackwood (Acacia melanoxylon).  Figure 13 shows the overlap in
conditions suiting these species.

Narrow leaf peppermint (E. radiata) is complementary to mountain ash – it occurs in all land systems
except those on wet sites on Lower Cretaceous rock.  Although the breadth of suitable site conditions
shown in Figure 13 is not large, peppermint is distributed widely through the catchment, on land
systems on both the coarse and fine Tertiary sediments.

On the poorest sites narrow leaf peppermint occurs with shining peppermint (E. nitida) and brown
stringybark (E. baxteri); but it also occurs with messmate and mountain grey gum on Lower
Cretaceous sites and better Tertiary sites.

Mountain grey gum occurs on direr sites on Lower Cretaceous parent material.  Most such land is on
the crests and steep slopes of the Otways, but Mountain Grey Gum also occurs within land systems
predominantly on Tertiary material, where deep dissection has exposed underlying Lower Cretaceous
sediments.

Shining peppermint is adapted to dry sites with low soil nutrient status, as shown in Figure 13.  It
therefore occurs in the catchment on the highly-leached sand soil areas on the foothills of the Ranges,
in several land systems.  However shining peppermint does not occur: in the Lower Cretaceous land
systems; in those components of the Tertiary land systems with soils derived from fine textured
sediments; on the poorly-drained river alluvium; or on the sand soil ares with hardpans.

Swamp gum (E. ovata) occurs in most land systems in the catchment, on wetter sites.  The association
covering the largest areas is with mountain grey gum and messmate on the steep Otway slopes.
Swamp gum is found on waterlogged areas, sites with low whole-profile permeability, and on some
sites having sand soils with hardpans in the north of the catchment, but not on such soils in the central
or western parts.  Swamp gum is present at most sites which have the yellow-brown gradational soils,
coarse structure.  This profile has a neutral soil reaction trend.

Brown stringybark is not found in land systems on Lower Cretaceous sediments, river alluvium, or
land systems on fine-textured Tertiary sediments.  It occurs on sandy sites with or without hardpans,
and on most of the coarser-textured soils in Tertiary land systems.

Brown stringybark commonly occurs with shining peppermint in low open forest, woodland or low
woodland formations, on low-fertility, excessively drained sites.  On better sites, the shining
peppermint is replaced by messmate, in open forest or tall woodland formations.

Manna gum occurs in most land systems on a range of parent materials, from leached grey sands to
well-structured brown gradational soils.  Its distribution is similar to swamp gum, but for the wet sites.
Manna gum does not occur on the yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure, which have a low
subsoil permeability.  Manna gum is present on the acidic-reacting mottled red and yellow gradational
soil profiles, which generally do not carry swamp gum.



Scentbark (E. aromaphloia) is found on drier Lower Cretaceous sites in the north of the catchment,
and on some locations with yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure, on gentle to moderate
slopes. Scentbark also occurs on some of the mid-level river terraces, which have the grey sand soils,
structured clay underlay.

Blackwood is represented in six land systems, mainly on Lower Cretaceous sediments in the south of
the catchment, but also in sheltered gullies in the north.  In mature forests blackwood trees may be over
30 m tall, and the timer was valued for furniture but was largely cut out at the end of the last century.
Blackwood in fact covers a larger area than the estimated natural cover suggests, as most drainage lines
in cleared areas on the Rang carry young blackwood.

3.4 Climate

The temperate climate of south-eastern Australia is primarily determined by the behaviour of eastbound
pressure systems.  The climatic variations in the area of the Otway Ranges are associated with changes
in the topography, from the coast to the top of the Ranges at an elevation of 650 m, and down inland to
the plains.

The Gellibrand River Catchment area is located on the north-west face of the Otways.  There are ten
climatological stations in the Catchment or on the boundary, and several stations near the Catchment
which give an indication of climatic trends (see Figure 14).  Most of these are rainfall-recording
stations, although some take temperature measurements.  Not all records are complete to the present
time.

3.4.1 Rainfall
The main ridge of the Otways receives an average annual rainfall of 1750 – 2000 mm (see Table 5).
The majority of this falls from April to November when the low pressure systems bear rain.

Actual rainfall varies according to the season, but August is most commonly the wettest month and
January is the driest.

The sharp seasonal differences in rainfall distribution are illustrated in Figure 15.  Rainfall over the
winter months is from 2.1 to 2.4 times the summer rainfall.

The mean monthly rainfall graphs (Figure 15) fro Wyelangta show two peaks in late Autumn and late
Winter.  These also occur at Gellibrand River West, although they are less pronounced.

Table 5 – Average Annual Rainfall and Raindays

Station Rainfall
(mm)

No. of
Raindays

Ratio
mm/day

Gellibrand River West 1082 166 6.51
Chapple Vale 1072 170 6.3
Carlisle 1062 125 8.49
Lavers Hill 1786 205 8.71
Wyelangta 1952 191 10.21
Weeaproinah 1934 191 9.38
Beech Forest 1751 177 9.89
Gellibrand (Forestry) 1054 185 5.69
Gellibrand River East 992 136 7.29
Barramunga 1332 167 7.97
Forrest 1030 154 6.68
Colac 721 167 4.31



Figure 14 – Climatological Stations



Table 6 – Rainfall Intensity – Frequency – Duration Estimate for Wyelangta

Rainfall intensity
mm/hr

Recurrence
interval –

years ½ hour storm
duration

1 hour
storm

duration
1 19.8 13.6
2 25.0 16.9
5 29.8 19.8

10 32.5 21.3
20 36.7 23.7
50 40.9 26.4

100 44.3 28.5

The effect of elevation on rainfall is very marked across the Catchment (Figure 16).  There is a steep
reduction in annual average rainfall with distance from the main ridge, in a north-westerly direction,
and the number of days on which rainfall is recorded each year also declines.  For example, Lavers Hill
has a mean annual rainfall of 1786 mm over 205 raindays, while Chapple Vale has 1072 mm over 170
raindays.

Streamflow records also illustrate the reduction in rainfall across the Catchment from south to north
(See Figure 8A).

3.4.2 Rainfall Intensity
The aggregate summer rainfall is much lower than winter, but there are heavy storms over the summer
months.  At most recording stations, the heaviest 24 hour rainfalls occur in summer.

Table 6 shows estimated rainfall intensity figures at Wyelangta for various return periods.  For
example, every year a half-hour storm of 19.8 mm/hr, and a one-hour storm of 13.6 mm/hr are
expected.  The larger the return period, the greater is the expected intensity, so that every 100 years, the
expected storm intensities are 44.3 mm/hr for a 30-minute storm and 28.5 mm/hr for a one-hour storm.

Figure 15 – Mean Monthly Rainfall for Selected Stations

The following figures for Barramunga show some examples of extended periods of high rainfall in
summer:



Table 7

Date Total fall mm Raindays mm/rainday
January 1899 223 19 11.7
January 1970 153 12 12.8
December 1970 171 12 14.3
January 1971 204 17 12

3.4.3 Temperature
Regional temperatures are markedly affected by both elevation and distance from the sea.  At higher
altitudes both maximum daily temperatures are reduced; the range of temperatures inland is greater and
more frosts occur than at the coast.

Current recording stations relevant to the Gellibrand Catchment are located at Forrest and Gellibrand
(Forestry).  Temperature records are also available for the discontinued Beech Forest Station.

January and February are the warmest months with average daily maximum temperatures of about 25
degrees; the coolest month is July, with an average maximum of about 12 degrees.

Mean daily temperatures (monthly average of daily maximum and minimum temperatures), for the tree
temperature-recording stations are as follow:

Table 8

February
mean

July
mean

Annual
mean

Elevation

(degrees Celsius)
Beech Forest 550 m 14.9 5.7 10
Forrest 180 m 18.3 7.2 13.4
Gellibrand (Forestry) 75 m 18.2 8.1 12.6

These show the elevation and obvious seasonal effects; there are no other striking differences in
temperature trends between these stations through the year.

3.4.4 Growing Season
The amount of moisture available in the soil to plants fro growth depends on a number of factors
including rainfall, soil type, ground slope and evaporation.

Effective rainfall is the amount necessary to start germination and to maintain growth above the wilting
point.  Dwyer (1957) used Prescott’s method to analyse rainfall data for various stations in the
Corangamite Region.  For Irrewillipe East, north of the Catchment, he found a growing season of
approximately 10 months with respect to rainfall.

For Beech forest, Dwyer calculated that the median rainfall is above the effective rainfall level for all
months.  The percentage chance of receiving rainfall equal to or greater than the effective amount is
70% or over for every month.

Apart from moisture stress, growth of temperate species including pasture is retarded when the average
monthly temperature is less than 10 degrees, and ceases when the temperature is below about 6
degrees.

At Beech Forest, growth is commonly retarded by low temperatures in May, August, September and
October, and is halted during June and July.  The overall growing season for Beech Forest is ten
months.

At lower elevations growth is retarded from May to September, but average daily temperatures do not
fall below 6 degrees.

Across the Gellibrand Catchment, a growing season of 10 to 11 months is expected, limited by
temperature in the elevated areas in the south, and moisture stress in the north.



Figure 16 – Annual Rainfall



3.5 Land Systems

Land systems are areas of land each with a characteristic pattern of the environmental variables
climate, geology, topography, soil and vegetation.  The land systems in this area were the subject of a
detailed study by Pitt (1981) and this information has formed the basis of the land use category
boundaries described in this report (refer Appendix 2).

Land systems are comprised of land components, which are areas where the values of the five
environmental variables are uniform within narrow limits.  Land components are usually
distinguishable by changes in the dependent variables soil and native vegetation.  Land systems are
distinguished by a change in the patter or nature of the land components, usually accompanied by a
major change in one or more of the independent variables such as geology and topographic pattern.

Table 9 and Figure 17 show the features and location of the land systems mentioned below.

3.5.1 Land Systems on Lower Cretaceous Parent Material
Along the main Otway ridge the major landform is made up of the remains of the ancient, gently-
dissected plateau, now present as rolling hills.  This is mapped into the BEECH FOREST land system.
The major soil type is the relatively-deep, brown gradational soil.

Rejuvenated dissection of the above surface after uplift has led to the formation of adjacent deeply-
dissected hill landscapes.  AIRE land system includes most of such land along the south side of the
Catchment.  The main soils formed are the brown gradational soils, shallower than those found in the
BEECH FOREST system.  FOREST land system contains similar land in the east of the Catchment, the
combination of lower annual rainfall (averaging 400 mm less than AIRE) and drier north and west
aspects promoting the formation of brown duplex soils, as well as the brown gradational soils found on
other aspects.

Native vegetation on most of the above comprises mountain ash and messmate forests, with ash and
blackwood occurring in deep gullies of the BEECH FOREST and AIRE land systems, and mountain
grey gum gradually replacing mountain ash on drier sites in the AIRE and FORREST land systems.
Messmate and narrow leaf peppermint forests occur on the brown duplex soils of the FORREST land
system.

The YAHOO CREEK land system covers another deeply dissected area of outcropping Lower
Cretaceous rock north of the Gellibrand River.  The lower annual rainfall (averaging 500 mm less than
AIRE) and youthful soil profile development allow separation from AIRE.  The main soils are the
brown gradational soil and the relatively-shallow stony brown gradational soil.  Overstorey tree species
are commonly messmate, swamp gum and scentbark, reflecting a drier climate than that in the AIRE
land system.

3.5.2 Land Systems on Tertiary Parent Material
CHAPPLE VALE land system contains land formed on unconsolidated sand and gravel sediment
deposited during the first Tertiary marine transgression in this area.  The sedimentary beds close the
main Otway ridge were uplifted with the Lower Cretaceous rock, and the CHAPPLE VALE land
system covers those areas of the sediments which have since been strongly dissected.  The main soil
types are uniform-textured sand soils, most commonly grey, with hardpans in some areas.  These soils
support low woodlands of shining and narrow leaf peppermints and brown stringybark or closed heaths
on the hardpan areas.

During the later marine transgression, fine material was deposited, with very little gravel and a greater
proportion of silt and clay.  Three land systems on this material have been recognised in the north and
north-east of the Catchment, namely KAWARREN, WONGA and PORCUPINE CREEK.

KAWARREN has a landscape of rolling hills, with the main soil type being the mottled yellow and red
gradational soil.  WONGA and PORCUPINE CREEK both have undulating plain landscapes.
WONGA land system represents the remnants of the block uplifted by the Love Creek fault.
PORCUPINE CREEK covers areas in the northeast of the Catchment dominated by deep sandy
sediments or sand overlays.

The most common soil in the WONGA system is the mottled yellow and red gradational soil.  Both
WONGA and KAWARREN land systems carry open forests of messmate and narrow leaf peppermint,



with some manna gum, swamp gum, and brown stringybark.  PORCUPINE CREEK land system has
sandy crests and upper slopes, and has a veneer of colluvial sand over the rest of the landscape.  All the
soil types are therefore sandy profiles, the more common soils being uniform-textured grey sand soils,
and grey sands with hardpans.  Overstorey vegetation on these areas comprises woodlands or low
woodlands of shining and narrow leaf peppermint, with some swamp gum.

The landscape in the southwest and west of the Catchment were also formed on fine sediments laid
down during the later Tertiary marine transgression.  These are identified as the MT MACKENZIE and
FERGUSON HILL land systems.  The uplifted are of the MT MACKENZIE land system has since
been strongly dissected.  There are several soil types present, the main one being the yellow gradational
soil, weak structure.

The complex FERGUSON HILL land system has an undulating surface, the more common soils being
the yellow gradational soil, weak-structure, and the uniform-textured grey sand soil with hardpan.
Both land systems carry open forests of brown stringybark and messmate, associated with shining and
narrow leaf peppermints, except for the grey sand soils with hardpan.  These have a low woodland of
shining peppermint and brown stringybark.

Sediments deposited during the Miocene marine transgression dominated the landscape west of the
Gellibrand Catchment.  This area was deeply weathered and lateritised, then uplifted and re-dissected.
The KENNEDY CREEK land system represents an advanced stage in these processes.  It remains in
the far west of the Catchment as an undulating plain.  The main soil is the yellow-brown gradational
soil, coarse-structure, carrying scentbark, manna gum, messmate, narrow leaf peppermint and swamp
gum in an open forest formation.

3.5.3 Other Land Systems
Recent alluvium along the Gellibrand and Carlisle Rivers has been mapped into either CARLISLE land
system, containing ancient terraces at various levels, or GELLIBRAND RIVER land system, which
includes more recent floodplain deposits.  The trees found on these areas are usually in an open forest
or tall open forest formation, and include messmate, manna gum, swamp gum and blackwood.



Table 9

Land FeaturesMap
Symbol

Land System % age of
catchment Geology Landscape Soils Forms of soil deterioration

Plateaux on crests of ranges
BF Beech Forest 9 Lower Cretaceous sandstone,

mudstone
Rolling hills Brown gradational soils Nutrient decline, surface compaction,

sheet and landslip erosion
Steep slopes of ranges
Ae Aire 35 Lower Cretaceous sandstone,

mudstone
Deeply dissected
hills

Brown gradational soils Sheet, rill and landslip erosion, nutrient
decline, surface compaction

Ft Forrest 2 Lower Cretaceous sandstone,
mudstone

Deeply dissected
hills

Brown duplex soils; brown
gradational soils

Sheet and landslip erosion

YC Yahoo Creek 5 Lower Cretaceous sandstone,
mudstone

Dissected hills Yellow-brown gradational
soils; stony brown
gradational soils

Sheet, rill, gully, landslip erosion,
nutrient decline

Hills with moderate slopes
BL Bunker Hill 5 Palaeocene sediments, Lower

Cretaceous sandstone, mudstone
Dissected hills Brown gradational soils;

grey sand soils, uniform
texture; yellow gradational
soils, weak structure

Sheet, rill, gully and landslip erosion,
nutrient decline

MM Mount
Mackenzie

3 Palaeocene sediments Dissected hills Yellow gradational soils,
weak structure; red
gradational soils, weak
structure

Sheet, rill, gully, landslip erosion,
nutrient decline.

Hills and plains on sandy Tertiary sediments
CV Chapple Vale 15 Palaeocene sediments Dissected hills Grey sand soils, uniform

texture; white sand soils,
uniform texture; grey sand
soils with hardpans,
uniform texture

Nutrient decline, sheet, rill and gully
erosion, waterlogging

JT Junction Track 4 Palaeocene sediments Dissected hills,
broad gentle hill
cappings

Yellow gradational soils,
weak structure; grey sand
soils, uniform texture; grey
sand soils with hardpan,
uniform texture

Nutrient decline, sheet, rill and gully
erosion



Land FeaturesMap
Symbol

Land System % age of
catchment Geology Landscape Soils Forms of soil deterioration

PC Porcupine Creek 3 Palaeocene marine sediments Undulating plain Grey sand soils, uniform
texture; grey sand soils
with hardpans, uniform
texture

Nutrient decline, sheet, rill and gully
erosion, waterlogging.

Hills and plains on Tertiary sediments (predominantly medium – to fine – textured)
Fh Ferguson Hill 1 Palaeocene marine sediments Undulating hills

and ridges
Yellow gradational soils,
weak structure; grey sand
soils with hardpans,
uniform texture

Sheet erosion, nutrient decline,
waterlogging

Kn Kawarren 8 Palaeocene sediments Rolling hills Mottled yellow and red
gradational soils; yellow
gradational soils, weak
structure

Nutrient decline, sheet rill and landslip
erosion

KC Kennedys Creek 2 Miocene marine sediments Undulating plains Yellow-brown gradational
soils, coarse structure;
mottled yellow and red
gradational soils

Sheet, gully and tunnel erosion,
nutrient decline

Wo Wonga 2 Palaeocene marine sediments Undulating plain Mottled yellow and red
gradational soils; grey
sand soils, structured clay
underlay; yellow-brown
gradational soils, coarse
structure

Nutrient decline, waterlogging, surface
compaction, gully and sheet erosion

Alluvial plains
Ce Carlisle 4 Recent alluvium overlying

Palaeocene sediments
High-level river
terraces

Grey sand soils, structured
clay underlay; mottled
yellow and red gradational
soils; grey sand soils with
hardpans, uniform
structure.

Nutrient decline, waterlogging

GR Gellibrand River 4 Recent alluvium Flood plain Grey gradational soils;
brown gradational soils,
weak structure

Waterlogging, siltation, surface
compaction.



Figure 17 – Land Systems in the Gellibrand River Catchment



4. Land Tenure

In river catchments the mountainous headwaters tract is generally public land the valley-floor and
plains tracts are often freehold land.  If the water supply offtake is in the mountain tract, land tenure in
the catchment is predominantly public (for example, the catchments to the Wimmera and Loddon
Rivers, and Eppalock and Lal Lal reservoirs).

The Gellibrand River Catchment however, has large areas of freehold land in the mountains and public
land on the plains.  The present pattern of land tenure in the Gellibrand Catchment is the result of many
influences such as geology, local topography, soil types, changes in accessibility and types of land use,
as well as the geographic factors such as a preference for river flats and avoidance of steeper slopes.

4.1 Settlement of Freehold Land
(Covers 298 km2, being 45% of the catchment)

The primary areas originally selected and still used for agricultural production are as follows:

(a) Gently sloping plateau remnants of the BEECH FOREST land system, on top of the main
ridge between Lavers Hill and Olangolah;

(b) The less rugged parts of the AIRE land system in the deeply-dissected Otway Ranges north of
the main ridge;

(c) Foothill areas with fine-textured soils (KAWARREN, BUNKER HILL and FERGUSON
HILL land systems);

(d) The present alluvial floodplains of the Gellibrand and Carlisle Rivers and adjacent Recent
terraces of the GELLIBRAND RIVER land system;

(e) Older, higher level, redissected river terraces of the CARLISLE land system, at Carlisle and
Gellibrand townships; and

(f) The alluvial plains of minor tributaries, also in the GELLIBRAND RIVER land system.

The two areas mentioned first were opened for selection in 1886, two years after the first settlement at
Beech Forest.  These areas had previously been considered suitable for selection because of their
inaccessibility and rugged terrain.

In 1885 however, it was proposed that a railway be built into this part of the Otways to assist in
opening it up.  Subsequent demand for the selections was strong, although it was felt that some blocks
were taken up only for their timber resources.  One requirement of the selection procedure was that a
proportion of the block had to be cleared for agricultural use each year.

Selectors found land development difficult.  Wet conditions made the few roads impassable for several
months each year, and supplies and produce could not be transported in these periods.  Clearing of the
mountain ash forests for pasture establishment was carried out using axes, the steep slopes of the
Ranges making this a laborious task.  Summer bushfires also caused major losses.  Many selectors
finally walked off their blocks.

The railway was eventually built in 1902 and as a result of this dependable means of transport to the
Beech Forest area developed strongly, both for cattle grazing and timber harvesting.

The central area of the Catchment, comprising the foothills and floodplains, was generally settled
between 1900 and 1925, excepting the sand soil areas of the CHAPPLE VALE and JUNCTION
TRACK land systems.

There have two recent changes in land settlement:

(a) there have been several new alienations of land adjacent to existing holdings and generally on
the sandy soils.  These were allocated under Section 155 of the Land Act which relates to
improvement purchase leases.  Some such blocks in the CHAPPLE VALE land system are
shown in Figure 18.  Section 4.2.1 explains this Figure.



(b) Subdivision of titles to Crown Allotments has increased from the previous low rate of single-
houseblock “family” subdivisions.

Note that most of the plans create only two lots.

Both the numbers of plans/year and lots/year increased to a peak in 1977, although the number of
lots/plan was greatest in 1978.  The rate of subdivision in Victoria generally was at a peak in 19772, but
so was the case from 1970 to 74 and in 1980, which were not active years for subdivision in the
Gellibrand Catchment.

Table 10

Time Period No. of Plans of
Subdivision

Total No. of
Subdivided Lots

Lots/Year

Pre – 1960 8 18 0.64
1960 - 69 7 15 1.5
1970 – 74 10 20 4
1975 3 8 8
1976 4 14 14
1977 11 25 25
1978 3 16 16
1979 4 8 8
1980 4 12 12
Part 1981 1 3 (3)

56 141

An explanation for the high number of subdivisions in 1977 is that the Gellibrand Dam proposal (see
Section 1.2.1) was publicised about that time.  Six of the eleven 1977 subdivisions were either under or
adjacent to the proposed full-supply-levels of the Bunker Hill or Gellibrand Dam investigation sites.
This perhaps indicates efforts either to increase the acquisition value of the land, or to create valuable
water-frontage plots.

4.2 Public Land
(371 km2, 55% of the catchment)

4.2.1 Crown Land
Prior to the Land Conservation Council’s Final Recommendations to the Minister for Conservation for
the Corangamite Study Area (see Section 4.3), the Gellibrand Catchment had a substantial area of
Crown Land.  There were several reasons for this:

(a) In a large area set aside for alienation in the steeply dissected ranges of the AIRE land system,
some areas were never selected;

(b) Many blocks in the AIRE land system which had been alienated were resumed by the Crown
after selectors walked off;

(c) Land with poor, highly leached sand soils in the CHAPPLE VALE land system was excluded
from the selection;

(d) An area on the west side of the Catchment on Tertiary sediments was not opened up until the
development of the Heytesbury Settlement Scheme.

Figure 18, which shows part of the Gellibrand Catchment; illustrates (a), (b) and (c) and also allows
several other conclusions.

Virtually all the land in the BEECH FOREST land system was alienated and these blocks are generally
still freehold, reflecting this land’s favourable response to agricultural development.  The only
substantial area of BEECH FOREST land system shown as public land was purchased for a water
supply reserve.

In the AIRE land system most of the land was surveyed for selection.  This suggests that the original
Crown surveyors considered that this land’s tall native forests indicated good soils.  However, in the
                                                          
2 From an assessment of Lodged Plan of Subdivision numbers and dates of plan sealing.



area shown on Figure 18, of 128 surveyed blocks (mean size 80 ha), 86 have been resumed or
purchased by the Crown.

Figure 18 – Land Systems and Land Settlement



Of the remaining freehold block in AIRE land system, those with less rugged slopes and broader ridges
have been at least partly cleared.  Many such blocks in the Gellibrand Catchment have been recently
purchased by private softwood forestry companies.

Those freehold allotments on land in the deeply-dissected parts of the AIRE land system are almost all
under regrowth eucalypt forests, or softwoods.  In contrast, land in the CHAPPLE VALE land system
was predominantly excluded from selection as the poor nature of the soils was recognisable from the
stunted vegetation.  Farms on such land also contain substantial areas in adjacent, more productive land
systems.

Land on the river terraces of CARLISLE or alluvial plains of the GELLIBRAND RIVER which was
originally alienated, has remained as freehold land.

The only remaining Crown Land in the Catchment will be those areas near Devondale, Carlisle and
Kawarren East designated by the LCC as uncommitted land (Ul).

4.2.2 Reserved Forest
As explained in Williams (1977), the areas of land in the Otways available for forest harvesting varied
greatly with land settlement policy, bushfires and other matters.

Following the 1919 fires however, the area of Reserved Forest has continued to increase, by land
purchase by the Forests Commission.  In the parishes of Barramunga, Moorabool, Weeaproinah and
Moomowroong, 41 allotments totalling almost 3,500 ha have been purchased or rededicated by the
Commission.  This is shown by the green (Reserved Forest) areas on the Commission’s “The Otways”
map, which are scattered irregularly across the Catchment.

The majority of the Reserved Forest in the Catchment, prior to the LCC Final Recommendations, was
located in the AIRE land system, as was most of the block purchased.  Other areas of Reserved Forest
were in the YAHOO CREEK and KAWARREN land systems, with small areas in the KENNEDYS
CREEK, WONGA and PORCUPINE CREEK.



4.3 Land Conservation Council Recommendations

The LCC Final Recommendations for the Corangamite Study Area (LCC 1978) which are relevant to
the Gellibrand Catchment are listed in Table 11.  Their locations in the catchment are shown on Figure
19.  Those Recommendations of immediate relevance to the Land Use Determination Categories are
also discussed in Section 7.

For each of the designated Recommendations, there may be several paragraphs of detailed
Recommendations, so only those of particular relevance to the Land Use Determination are included
below:

D3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 14 and 15 Water Supply Offtakes and reservoirs.  

That once a Land Use Determination has been made, the

(i) storage areas
(ii) diversion works
(iii) associated facilities, and
(iv) buffer strips around diversion works and storages, as defined in the land use determination be

used for:
(a) water supply purposes
(b) other activities permitted by the water supply authority after consultation with the

Soil Conservation Authority and the Environment Protection Authority.

and that these areas be permanently reserved under Section 4 of the Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978
for water supply purposes, and be managed by the water supply authority named.

D3, 5 & 6 State Rivers and Water Supply Commission

D7 and 8 Colac Waterworks Trust

D14 Geelong Waterworks and Sewerage Trust

D15 Gellibrand Waterworks Trust

K1  river and creek frontage reserves

That these reserves

(a) be use to:
(i) protect adjoining land from erosion by the maintenance of an adequate vegetation

cover
(ii) maintain the local character and quality of the landscape
(iii) conserve native flora and fauna
(iv) provide opportunities for low-intensity recreation
(v) allow access to water and for grazing of stock by adjoining landholders under licence

where appropriate.

That
(b) (i) where a licence has been issued for a public land water frontage as in (a) (v) above,

restricted recreation used by the public should be permitted (non-damaging activities
such as walking, observing nature, fishing, or just relaxing should be allowed, but
potentially damaging activities such as camping, lighting fires, or using motor or
motorized recreation vehicles should be prohibited)

(ii) licensees be required to provide stiles in any fences erected across their licence area if
requested to do so by the management authority

(iii) cultivation not be permitted (except with the approval of the Department of Crown
Lands and Survey) and that, in proclaimed water supply catchment, the Soil
Conservation Authority be consulted to ensure that approval to cultivate is in
accordance with land use determinations affecting the water frontage made under the
Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act 1958



(iv) in particular cases, licensees may be required to fence off and exclude stock
temporarily from some parts of the licence area where, in the opinion of the
management authority, special measures are necessary to protect water supplies, to
rehabilitate eroding areas, or to permit regeneration of native plants that have
particular value for nature conservation.

That
(b) the Department of Crown Lands and Survey be consulted prior to the proclamations of roads,

construction of roadways, or the erection of buildings on public land water frontages

and that
(d) (i) public land water frontage per permanently reserved under section 4 of the Crown

Land (Reserves) Act 1978
(ii) where it is adjacent to or within a proposed National, State, or Regional Park,

Reserved Forest or Education Area, or Reference Area, Bushland Streamside, Scenic,
Flora or Fauna, or Wildlife Reserve, it be managed by the authority responsible for
the adjoining or surrounding land

(iii) where it is not adjacent to a park or reserve described in (d) (iii) above, it be managed
by the Department of Crown Lands and Survey or by a committee of management
where one is appointed.

These reserves are of particular relevance because they exist along most of the length of the Gellibrand
River and along several tributaries, and because they are coincident with the Land Use Determination
Category 1 buffers.

Q1 Alienations for agriculture

That the land described below be used for agriculture.  It is intended that this land should form addition
to present farms rather than be developed as new units.

With reference to section 5(3) of the Land Conservation Act 1970, the Council recommends that land
in the schedule be made available for agriculture in accordance with the provisions of the Land Act
1958.

Area Parish Location
1.4 Weeaproinah Ferguson
2.0 Yaugher Gellibrand

U2 Arkins Creek and West Gellibrand Reservoir catchments, and Crown Allotments 2, 3, 3A and 3B
Sec. 1 Parish of Olangolah (Belfrages)

That the land shown on Figure 19 be used to:

(a) maintain the stability of the land and its usefulness for all possible future uses
(b) protect water catchments
(c) conserve native flora and fauna, and

that
(d) in areas where water quality can be adequately protected, native forest be re-established on

scrub-covered former farmland 

and that it be uncommitted land and remain under present tenure and management until reviewed by
the Council.



Table 11 – Land Conservation Council – Final Recommendations – Corangamite Area

PARKS A5 Carlisle State Park
A6 Kawarren Regional Park

REFERENCE AREAS B4 Olangolah Creek
B5 Crinoline Creek

D2) South Otway Pump
D3)
D4) Carlisle River Pump
D5)

WATER PRODUCTION D6 Arkins Creek Offtakes
D7 West Gellibrand Reservoir
D8 Olangolah Reservoir
D14 Barramunga Creek Offtake
D15 Lardner Creek Offtake
D25 Gellibrand Storage Tanks

HARDWOOD PRODUCTION E6 Sheepyard Creek Forest
E9 Wonga Forest
E10 Upper Gellibrand Forest
E11 Lardner Creek Forest
E12 Western Otways Forest

SOFTWOOD PRODUCTION F1 Existing Plantations
F3 McDonald Creek
F4 Lardner Track
F5 Barramunga

G1 Forest Area

FLORA AND FAUNA
RESERVES

H11 Mt Mackenzie – Crinoline Creek

H12 Wonga
H13 Olangolah

BUSHLAND RESERVES I4 Wiridjil
I5 Kawarren East

K1 Stream & River Frontage Reserves
K9 Gellibrand Water Reserve

EDUCATION AREA M3 Barramunga Creek

O11 Kawarren Recreation Reserve

SCENIC RESERVES P3 Stephenson Falls
P10 Glasgow Falls

AGRICULTURE Q1 Various Alienations
Q3 Heytesbury Scheme

MINERALS AND STONE R2 Grasstree Plain
R3 Old Lardners Track

UNCOMMITTED LAND U1 Various
U2 Arkins Creek, West Gellibrand Reservoir, Belfrages



Figure 19 – LCC Final Recommendations – Corangamite area



5. Land Use

5.1 Freehold Land Use

5.1.1 Agriculture
Grazing, of dairy and beef cattle, is the most widespread agricultural use of freehold land in the
Catchment.  It is the major use of land in the GELLIBRAND RIVER, CARLISLE, KAWARREN and
MT MACKENZIE land system.

Pasture grasses and clovers are generally improved species, the amount and distribution of rainfall
allowing maintenance of perennial pastures.  The major species are perennial ryegrass, cocksfoot,
demeter fescue and white clover or strawberry clover on poorer, drier, or seasonally wet sites.

There is a fertilizer recommendation for superphosphate, potash, copper and molybdenum for most
land systems in the Catchment.  On the acidic sand soils, and the acidic soils formed on the Lower
Cretaceous sediments, lime is required in addition to the above fertilizers, particularly during pasture
establishment.

Heavy rates of fertilizer application are required for establishment and maintenance of pasture on all
the highly leached uniform sand soils.

Many farmers with Gellibrand and Carlisle River frontages have water diversion licences, and pasture
and summer crops are irrigated.

Dairying is the most common enterprise on farms on the River flats and alluvial terraces.  These farms
used to supply whole milk to the Carlisle dairy factory but this has closed; the Colac Dairying
Company is now the contract holder.

Following milking, dairy sheds and yards are cleaned by hosing.  The problem of disposal of this
effluent is mentioned in the water supply hazards chapter (see Section 6).

Potato cropping is practised as the primary enterprise on farms between Lavers Hill and Beech Forest.
These are on the deep brown gradational soils of the BEECH FOREST land system.  Because of the
isolation of this area, it is ideal for virus-free seed potato production, and this is the main crop grown.
Fodder crops are grown periodically on parts of the Gellibrand and Carlisle River flats over summer,
although the frequency of such cropping is low.  Oats may be sown on gently sloping hills and terraces
above the winter flood levels.

5.1.2 Forestry
Several privately owned softwood plantation companies operate in the Gellibrand Catchment, and there
are also some individually owned plantations.

There are 78 km2 of land owned by private softwood companies in the Catchment.  This represents
26% of all freehold land in the catchment.  Those plantations already established are shown on Map 6
of the Otways Pulpwood Harvesting Task Force Report (Government of Victoria, 1982) (refer Section
5.3.2.2).

These existing and proposed plantations are located mainly on the slopes of the AIRE land system,
where the management problems of agriculture allow relatively cheap land purchase.  Plantations have
been established on both previously cleared pasture land and on blocks which had been under
hardwood timer.  The cleared land was often run-down, having blackberries in the drainage lines.  The
standing timber on the forested blocks was usually on steep slopes.

Authority field officers have extended advice on suitable methods of clearing for plantation
establishment to representative from the various companies.  This approach has been successful in most
cases.

In 1976, the Authority prepared guidelines for plantation establishment.  These guidelines are intended
for general use inside and outside catchments (Appendix 1).



Plantations have also been established on the deep soils and gentle slopes of the BEECH FOREST land
system.  However, the manager of one company believes that pines grown in such high rainfall areas
grow too fast, are too light, and have a grain too coarse for structural use of the timber.

Cases of toppling and multiple leaders have been observed in some Pinus radiata plantations on
exposed sites on the Otways ridge and slopes.  These problems are thought to be associated with the
high rainfall conditions, and the high levels of residual nitrogen and phosphorus on sites previously
used for agriculture (Flinn D.W., 1982, pers. comm.).  Trials are in progress to examine these and other
possible causes.

Some plantation establishment has been attempted on the grey sand soils, with very poor results,
particularly where there are hardpans in the soil profile.

5.1.3 Subdivision of Land Titles
In the Land Settlement section (4.1), Table 10 shows numbers of recent subdivisions.  The intentions of
these subdivisions are either to separate a houseblock from the remainder of a farm, or to create several
farmlet-size or smaller blocks.

Because the Shire of Otway Planning Scheme (see Section 5.2) has no subdivision lot-size minimum,
these vary greatly in size.  Some examples of recent multiple-lot subdivisions in the Catchment are as
follows:

Table 12

No. of lots in plan Average lot area
(ha)

3 0.5
4 2.2
4 4.0
8 7.3

These are not located in established townships.  Most such blocks recently created in the Catchment are
located at Kawarren.  This development may have been better if aggregated on the higher terraces on
the south side of Gellibrand Township, where there are water supply and community facilities.

However, one of the dam sites under investigation on the Gellibrand River would have flooded the
Township, and the Shire of Otway was therefore obliged to limit development there.

5.2 Planning Controls

The Local Government Authorities responsible for the Gellibrand Catchment area are the Shire of
Otway and Colac.  The boundary between these Shires is shown on Figure 1.

Both Shires have Interim Development Orders.  Relevant extracts from these follow.

Shire of Otway

“3. No person shall use, develop, or subdivide any land ………………………. except with the
consent of the Responsible Authority.”

The Shire has prepared and is implementing an amendment to the Order which requires Council
consent for clearing of land.

Shire of Colac

“4. No person shall use, develop or subdivide any land ………………………… except with the
consent of the Responsible Authority.”

5. (a) NO person shall subdivide land to create any allotment or allotments lesser in area
than 40 hectares …………….. except in accordance with the provisions of a permit
issued by the Responsible Authority



(b) (i) No building …………………. shall be constructed closer than 20 metres to
the alignment of any road.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 5 hereof, the Responsible Authority may permit a
parcel of land lesser in areas than 40 hectares to be excised for the purpose of:

(a) increasing that area of an existing allotment provided that the titles of the undersized
allotment and the newly enlarged allotment are consolidated;

(b) providing a site for any use (Other than a house) permitted by the Responsible
Authority; or

(c) excising from a large allotment a site for one only hour provided that the area of the
balance of the land in the original allotment is not lean than 40 hectares.”

Applications for subdivisions and softwood plantations on freehold land are already referred to the
Authority from the Shire for comment, as will other relevant development proposals be in future.

5.3 Public Land Use

5.3.1 Water Supply
There are three areas within the Gellibrand Catchment for which the primary use is for water supply,
with conservation of native flora and fauna being the only other use.  Access is restricted by locked
gates.

These are the catchment to the Arkins Creek Weirs and the West Gellibrand and Olangolah Reservoirs,
which have previously been mentioned.

Although consisting of predominantly forested public land, these catchments have not been logged
since commencement of their use for water supply.

The Land Use Determination categories for these areas are discussed in Appendix 3.

5.3.2 Forestry

5.3.2.1 Hardwood Logging.
Logging in the Otways forests has been characterised by periods of boom and depression.  The major
boom in the industry in the Gellibrand Catchment occurred after construction o the Colac to Crowes
narrow gauge railway, which was completed in 1911.  This traversed the Catchment via Kawarren and
Gellibrand to Beech Forest, and then along the Otway Ridge.

Timber was extracted by winch and carted by tramlines to the railway at various sidings.  In the 1920s
priority for forest management was given to consolidation of the forest estate, by the purchase of
timbered freehold land and marginal farmlands, and the permanent dedication of forest areas.

In the 1930s unemployment relief labour was used for timber stand improvement work, and track
construction in the native forests.

After the devastating 1939 wildfires priority was given to improved fire protection, and in the post war
period the demand for timber resulted in a major road construction program in the Otway State Forest.
This allowed milling timber to be accessible for utilisation by modern tractor and motor truck
harvesting methods.

The present management strategy is to use as much as possible of the remaining old-growth forests,
and then to gradually being harvesting regrowth forests, resulting from both earlier timber extraction
and fires.  There are approximately 800 ha of fire regrowth stands.

Following the LCC Final Recommendations, the area presently available for timber production in the
Gellibrand Catchment comprises the E11 and E12 mountain forests, the E10 foothill forest, and E6 and
E9 drier hill forests, plus various U1 uncommitted land areas.  The total area is approximately 235 km2

(35% of the catchment).



Inspections of each season’s coupes are carried out before, during and after operations.  Pre-season
inspections define the areas to be logged and identify buffer strips and excessively steep areas for
exclusion.  Post-logging inspections are carried out to check breaching and barring of tracks, ripping of
log landings, and to assess the operations.

5.3.2.2 Pulpwood Harvesting
In the 1960s, Smorgon Consolidated Industries commenced cutting pulpwood from Otway State
forests, and since that time has harvested a total of about 200 000 tonnes.  This harvesting reach a peak
of 42 000 tonnes in 1974/75, the pulpwood being processed at the company’s plant at Footscray.

The Forest Commission’s view are that harvesting pulpwood from Otway State Forests is essential if
such forests are to develop their full scope of wood and non-wood values.  If pulpwood is not removed
from areas harvested for sawlogs, many defective trees are left standing and large quantities of felled
material are left lying on the ground.  Both of these factors hinder regeneration and development of the
new forest.  Utilisation of these residues reduces costs of regenerating cutover areas, lessens fire
hazards and facilitates forest management.

In August 1981, the Forests Commission prepared a Preliminary Environment Report on a proposal for
pulpwood harvesting in the Otway State Forest.  In this report the Commission stated that it considers
an annual yield of 70 000 tonnes of pulpwood is sustainable from the Otway forests.  By proportion,
approximately 18 000 tonnes would be expected to be harvested annually from the Gellibrand
Catchment.

The Government established an interdepartmental task force to evaluate this proposal, and the task
force’s report (Government of Victoria, 1982) discusses the impact of pulpwood harvesting as
proposed.

5.3.2.3 Fire Prevention
The heathlands and foothill forests at the base of the Otways, on the south side of the Gellibrand River,
are important in the fire protection of the valuable forests and private property further south.  Fuel
quantities have been kept to a low level by regular fuel reduction burns in these areas.

The Land Conservation Council has recognised this, and for the Carlisle State Park has recommended
that:

“the strategic location of the park with respect to fire protection in the Otway Ranges as
a whole be recognised in management.”

5.3.2.4 Softwood Plantations
The Forests Commission has 640 ha of softwood plantations in the Catchment, mainly established on
purchased farmland.  These are at Webster Hill, Meehan Road and Upper Gellibrand.

Further plantings of approximately 200 ha of Pinus radiata will complete the planting project in this
area.  New plantings are to be located at Mt Devitt (F3, “McDonald Creek”), Old Lardner Track (F4)
and Upper Gellibrand (F5, “Barramunga”).

5.3.3 Recreation
Recreation activities in the catchment include pleasure driving, picnicking, and bushwalking.  Four
wheel drive vehicles are often in use, and some road damage can be attributed to this form of
recreation.  There are sections of various tracks where trail-bike damage is apparent, but not on a large
scale.

Where necessary, individual tracks can be closed temporarily under Section 21 of the Forests Act.

Individual sites of recreation development in the Catchment are discussed below:

A5 – Carlisle State Park This contains extensive areas of low open forest and heathy woodland on
sand soils, with some areas of tall open forest on brown gradational soils.  Park facilities will probably
be limited to small areas, determined in consultation with the managing authority.



A6 – Kawarren Regional Park When developed, this park will provide opportunities for
picnicking and walking in the foothill forest along Ten Mile Creek.  The Park includes a dismantled
section of the Colac to Crowes railway.

H13 – Olangolah Flora and Fauna Reserve Although the bulk of this area is not accessible, it
contains magnificent stands of mountain ash which have not been subjected to a fire since 1852.  It is
crossed by Turtons Track, considered to be one of the State’s outstanding scenic roads.

The Olangolah Reservoir catchment is a substantial part of this reserve.

P3 – Upper Gellibrand Reserve and Stephenson Falls The Forests Commission has developed
this Reserve as a camping and picnic area which is a short walk from the falls.

O11 – Love Creek Reserve This is a roadside rest, barbecue and picnic area adjacent to the
Creek, with established toilets remote from the Creek.

K9 – Lardner Creek Reserve A small roadside picnic spot without facilities, this is located where
Lardner Track crosses the Creek.  The site is immediately downstream of the Gellibrand Township
water supply offtake, but there is no danger of pollution.

P10 – Glasgow Falls The Falls are in a remote location int eh upper catchment of the north branch
of Chapple Creek.  Access is seasonally difficult.

5.3.4 Extractive Industries
The Tertiary sand deposits are an extensive source of sand for extraction.  A number of shallow pits
have been worked in the past without concern for reclamation.  Some of these are being rehabilitated
by joint action of the Crown Lands and Survey Department and the Authority.  Several deep pits for
sand and gravel extraction are presently operated under the jurisdiction of the Department of Minerals
and Energy.  Some of these are internally draining and all have careful controls over discharges.



6. Water Supply Hazards

6.1 Preamble
The various causes of land deterioration in the Catchment, and subsequent effects on water quality and
yield, are complex and interactive.  However, several of these factors can be discussed in general terms.

The hydrologic processes involving water and soil include surface runoff, infiltration into the soil
surface, water storage in the soil, deep seepage to the water table, evaporation, and transpiration by
vegetation.  Disturbance at any point can upset the balance between these processes and allow
deterioration of soil and water values.  These basic principles and how they relate to catchment
deterioration are discussed below.

Surface runoff occurs when the intensity of rainfall exceeds the rate at which water can infiltrate into
the soil.  On exposed soil, surface runoff can cause sheet and rill erosion.  The higher the proportion of
storm rainfall occurring as surface runoff compared with infiltration, the greater is the resulting peak in
drainage line flow.  Such peak flows tend to initiate and aggravate gully and streambank erosion.

Vegetative cover protects the soil in several ways.  The leaf canopy and leaf litter intercept rainfall,
reducing the impact of raindrops on the soil.  This impact tends to mobilize soil particles, causing sheet
erosion.  Roots bind the soil, increasing its strength and resistance to mass movement.  Leaf litter
provides organic matter which improves soil structure, retention of rainfall, and infiltration rate.

The removal of vegetative cover, and replacement of trees with shallower-rooting pasture species, can
endanger soil stability, and in some circumstances can precipitate landslips.

Soil may be disturbed either intentionally through cultivation and earthworks, or as a side-effect of
other off-road machinery operations.  This disturbance may reduce the short-term resistance of soil to
erosion during any runoff events.

The Gellibrand Catchment suffers from obvious landslips and rill erosion.  Less obvious are:  the
insidious effects of sheet erosion, which has resulted in soil losses over large areas; the removal of
surface organic matter; and the deterioration of soil properties such as structure.

6.2 Effects on Water Values

The processes of deterioration of water values affect both quality and quantity of water obtained from a
catchment.

6.2.1 Water Quality Effects
Soil Erosion has an impact on water quality in several ways.  Suspended fine sediment causes
problems in pumps, pipelines and in service basins on settling.  Deposition of coarse sediment can
require the cleaning out of small weir pools and pump-offtake excavations.  Turbidity, resulting from
erosion and subsequent dispersion of clay-sized particles, is perceived as “muddiness” by water
consumers.  These particles can carry bacteria and nutrients, and can cause normal chlorine levels used
in water treatment to be less effective.

Soil disturbance and erosion also mobilises soil organic matter and iron oxides, both of which can
cause colour in the water supply.  This is an existing water quality problem in the Gellibrand
Catchment.

Pollution.  Bacterial counts in the river are variable, but consistently high (see Table 3).  In a
catchment the size of the Gellibrand, with its range of land uses, this is not surprising.

Some sources of bacteria can be identified.  Dairy shed effluent is a potent source of both organic
matter and faecal bacteria.  Farm stock have access to the Rivers and tributary creeks throughout the
freehold areas of the Catchment.  In the forested areas, native animals have access to the various mall
water bodies and creeks.  Storm runoff may wash animal excreta from areas adjacent to the streams in
to the water, with immediate effects on water quality.



6.2.2 Water Yield Effects
Hard surfacing of the soil, breakdown of soil aggregates, deterioration of soil structure, and changes in
soil surface textures, all affect the yield of water from a catchment.  Reduced infiltration and associated
increases in peak runoff lead to a reduction in the storage of water in the soil, and hence the
perenniality of streamflow is reduced.  This is of particular concern over the summer low-rainfall
period.

Many land use activities contribute to such reductions in water yield.  Hard surfacing results from off-
road vehicle use and other soil compaction.  Soil structure, pore size, and profile texture can be
adversely affected by mechanical disturbance, such as earthworks or cultivation.

6.3 Hazards Associated with particular Land Uses

6.3.1 Agricultural Uses
Cropping  The summer fodder cropping on the floodplains of the Gellibrand and Carlisle Rivers is
unlikely to be a significant hazard to the water supply.  Much f the plains area floods in most years, so
long growing period crops are not planted.

The potato cropping in the Beech Forest land system is self-limiting for three seasons.  First, although
the broad slopes in this land system are gentle, the slopes leading into the drainage lines are convex
with steep slopes close to the drain-lines.  Of necessity, no cultivation is carried out on these slopes,
which are commonly left as timbered buffer zones.

Secondly, these cropping areas are remote from the water supply offtakes, with long reaches of steep
mountain-tract streamflow to allow aeration, and of river flow to allow some settling of sediment.

Thirdly, certified seed potatoes, which make up about 50% of the area’s production, can only be grown
once in 4 years in the same paddock, and hence the soil is not repeatedly cultivated.

After periodic cropping over many years, however, some of these soils, which in their natural state
have friable gradational profiles, have deteriorated and now have much poorer structure in the upper
horizons.  In such areas yields have been depressed and these paddocks are now kept for grazing only.
A possible water quality hazard associated with seed potato cropping was the spillage or waste-disposal
from mercuric-compound dips, which were commonly used for protection against fungal pathogens.
These compounds have largely been replaced by mixtures of les toxic chemicals.

Grazing  Stock access to streams has been mentioned in Section 6.1.1.

On dairying properties, disposal of the waste from the milking shed can pose a problem.  This effluent
can be safely disposed of by collection in a sump, and spray irrigation to pasture.  However, most
dairies in the Catchment have a gravity fed channel from their sheds, whereby the washings after
milking either flow onto the river floodplain or, in some instances, directly to a watercourse.
Implementation of the available EPA guidelines on waste disposal from intensive animal industries
may be required under the Land Use Determination in future.

6.3.2 Forest Use
The Authority’s general policy with respect to all types of wood production in multiple use water
supply catchments, is to support them as productive uses provided that:

• Buffer strips are left along drainage lines, watercourses and around storages;
• The steepest and most erodible land is not utilized;
• Forest roads and tracks are properly sited, constructed, drained and maintained;
• Operations are halted at the wettest times of the year; 
And
• Preventative measures against erosion are implemented at the end of the working season.

There is inevitably soil disturbance and compaction caused by machinery during wood production
operations, particularly if the above points are not observed.  The Authority has considered this to be
acceptable, given the long period of the rotation during which significant disturbance of soil does not
occur.



This policy was developed for application under the specific circumstances where Forests Commission
officers selected coupes and supervised operations within hardwood forests on public land.  The forests
were managed for long rotations, with selection or clear-fell systems (in foothill and ash-type forests
respectively) used for sawlog extraction.  However, in the Gellibrand Catchment, a number of these
circumstances have altered.

Privately controlled pine operations are not under the control of the Forests Commission.  The total
area purchased, planted and harvested, together with the methods of preparation used and the conduct
of operations, are under the control of the companies or individuals concerned.  Pine rotations are
shorter than for conventional hardwoods, and hence operations are more frequent.

With respect to hardwood, the average age of trees now being cut is lower than in the past, as the
mature resource is exhausted.  Whether harvesting is integrated for sawlogs and pulpwood or for
sawlogs only, operations will return to a particular area sooner.

Pulpwood harvesting integrated with sawlog operations is more intensive than sawlog-only operations,
as more timber from each area cut is used and carted and because some areas may be harvested which
would not have been economic to harvest for sawlogs-only at current demand levels.

The higher timber yields would have an impact on soil compaction because there would inevitably be
greater use of roads and tracks.  To remove more timber over the limited working season, larger
disturbed areas will be required at log landings.

In the Otways Pulpwood Harvesting Task Force Report (Government of Victoria, 1982) Tables 3.5 and
3.6 and Map 5 show the erosion hazard resulting from soil disturbance associated with such integrated
sawlog and pulpwood harvesting operations.

Both pulpwood and pine harvesting operations involve clear-felling.  However, much of the land
planted to pines the Gellibrand Catchment, and parts of the area proposed for pulpwood harvesting, are
on the foothills which under natural conditions has a “mixed species” forest, reflecting poorer soils and
lower rainfall than the mountain ash areas.  Such areas are normally harvested by selection systems for
sawlogs, farm timbers and firewood.

Selection logging is likely to cause less soil disturbance than clear-felling in a particular area, although
harvesting operations return to the area as each age-class of trees matures.  A benefit of selective
logging is that it allows the retention of part of the vegetative cover and living root systems in each
area, giving protection against sheet erosion and land slips.  Extension of clear-felling to these areas is
likely to cause a greater impact on soil stability than the present sawlog operations where these occur.

Given these departures from the circumstances under which the Authority’s present policy was
developed, it is concluded that stronger controls may be necessary for application to the more intensive
forestry operations.  This conclusion is further reinforced by the increasing importance of the
Catchment as a source of potable water for both Geelong and Warrnambool.

With respect to water quality, for operations on Public Land it is important that “all management
prescriptions are scrupulously followed” as is specified in the Environment Effects Statement for the
East Gippsland pulpwood harvesting proposal (Scott & Co. 1981).

One potential forestry practice which requires comment is the logging of a relatively large area in a
catchment over a short period.  For example, in the forested West Barwon Reservoir Catchment
adjacent to the Gellibrand Catchment, the merchantable timber available under the prescriptions would
be completely logged in approximately 63 years at the present rate of utilisation.  Given an average
rotation length of 100 years, the logging rate is in excess of the ideal situation.

This ideal occurs where the average area logged each year is the quotient of the total area of
harvestable timber divided by the rotation length.  While this is easily manageable on a whole-forest
basis, it is harder to plan for each subcatchment.  However harvesting plans which differ substantially
from the ideal should be reviewed to reduce the potential impact.

Following the Land Use Determination, management prescriptions will also be required to be used in
all forestry operations on freehold land.



Reforestation of steep sheet-eroded farmland by the private pine companies can represent a return to a
more appropriate land use, provided proper methods are used.

However, some of the methods which have been used on partly-timbered areas, and on blocks
purchased fully timbered, have been unsuitable.  On several blocks poor clearing practices were used
before planting.  Excessively steep slopes and buffer zones were cleared, windrows were aligned up
and down the slopes and into drainage lines, topsoil was bladed off to remove weeds, and tracks were
poorly sited and drained.

The Authority may oppose the establishment of specific pine plantations in particular areas, on freehold
land with a high erosion hazard.  These requirements could be implemented through land use
conditions under the Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act.

With respect to both water quality and water yield, the Authority may also oppose establishment of
further plantations in particular sub-catchments which are already heavily planted, in order to limit
water quality effects and water yield reduction.

Following establishment of a pulpwood harvesting industry, the operators could be contracted by
freehold land owners to clear land for farming, on higher hazard areas where clearing for grazing
would otherwise be uneconomic.  This has occurred around Eden, following establishment of the
Harris-Daishowa pulpwood mill.

The Land Use Determination will enable the prevention of the unsuitable aspects of these activities,
through land use categories and prescriptions.

6.3.3 Other Uses
Roadworks  Road, particularly unsealed Shire and forest roads and exposed batters, are a major source
of sediment and turbidity in runoff water.  They should be properly sited and designed, with adequate
table drains, cutoffs and cross-drains or culverts to prevent the build up of long sections of channel
flow, and to disperse drainage water through vegetated areas.

As an example, realignment of the Gellibrand River Road at Chapple Vale involved much excavation
through the erodible soils and parent material of the MOUNT MACKENZIE and CHAPPLE VALE
land systems.  The short working period (owing to the weather) and soil types combined to make the
job long and difficult.

Construction problems included better slumps, loose material, bogged plant, and siltation of adjacent
property.  The strongly rilled and slumped batters draining to the Gellibrand River, a short distance
away, stretch over several kilometres and have been eroding for some ten years.

Authority officers established a trial which attempted to revegetate the batters by various methods.
Several of these have been successful, although they would be very expensive if applied to the whole
expanse of exposed batter remaining.

Subdivision of Land Titles  Land subdivision and subsequent management of the smaller lots created
can give rise to various hazards, for example:  erosion problems resulting from poor lot boundary
placement, access and other track siting, track construction and drainage, and disposal of runoff from
hard surfaced areas; pollution problems such as disposal of domestic sewerage, and stock access to
streams; land management problems arising from inexperience of the land owners; and the increased
risk to water supply resulting from a larger population in the catchment.  Table 10 in Section 4.1 lists
the number of subdivisions approved up to 1981.  Since that time there have been several multiple-lot
subdivisions proposed in the catchment.  The Authority’s views are that any future development should
be well planned, and should be limited in extent.  For public health reasons, it is not advisable to allow
inadequately serviced residential development in domestic water supply catchments.  In fact the
Authority would not support a large increase in the number of lots available for small farms or
residential use.

Further development should be restricted to serviceable subdivisions containing few lots only, adjacent
to existing settlements, and located on land identified as having high capability for development.  In the
remainder of the catchment, it would be preferable if subdivision was limited to a low rate of two-lot
“family subdivision” proposals.



Recreation  Use of recreation vehicles on unsurfaced roads and tracks can aggravate road erosion
problems.  Single rills in tracks resulting from trail bike use in particular, are often noticed on steep
sections of tracks.  Channelling of runoff and consequent erosion has caused some of these tracks to
become untraffickable after heavy rain.

Facilities associated with the development of particular sites for recreation in some of the LCC-
recommended Reserves will be planned in conjunction with SCA officers.

Extractive Industries  Shallow sand and gravel extraction sites presently in operation have
reclamation and revegetation terms in their licences to minimise the hazards resulting from their
activities.

A sand washing operation adjacent to the Gellibrand River caused serious pollution of the River on one
occasion when a levee holding highly turbid sand-washing water broke.  A sample of the receiving
River water soon after had a turbidity of 900 NTU and a colour of 1900 units (see Standards, Table 4).

6.3.4 Conclusion
Land uses which are considered to be hazardous to water supply values on particular land can be
controlled by placing the land into Land Use Determination categories, which specify the most suitable
uses.  Where particular aspects of these various uses are of concern, land use conditions can be
imposed under Section 23 (4) of the Soil Conservation and Land Utilization Act, to ensure proper
management.



7. Discussion of Land Use Determination Categories

This should be read in conjunction with the Land Use Determination, Section 2.2, in the Summary
Report.

7.1 Explanation of Categories

7.1.1 Category 1 – Reservoir, Offtake and Stream Buffer Strips
The buffers generally start where the relevant watercourse drains an area of from 5 to 15 hectares,
depending on the degree of dissection of the land.  If there is any doubt about the placement of any
buffers along watercourses, they will be defined by Authority officers in the field.

The South Otway, Carlisle, Lardner Creek and Barramunga Creek offtake buffers are all located in
predominantly freehold land, but on streams with Crown reserves along them.  They consist of 200
metre-radius buffers from the offtake points, within the subcatchment to each offtake.

The river and creek buffers also involve both public and freehold land.  There is a 30 metre Crown
Reserve along both the Gellibrand and Carlisle Rivers to beyond their confluences with Barramunga
Creek and Arkins Creek respectively; and a short length of 20 metre reserve then a 10 metre reserve
along Chapple Creek to beyond Skinner Creek.

With respect to the 20 metre buffers, there are also Crown reserves along Asplin Creek, Barramunga
Creek, Lardner Creek, Love Creek, and Olangolah River.

The LCC Recommendations which relate to Category 1 land are of both a specific and general nature.

The specific recommendations for stream and river frontage reserves (Kl) for recreation, grazing, stock
water and cultivation under licence may be unable to be fully implemented as virtually all these
reserves in the catchment are within the protective buffers.

The northwest boundary of the LCC-recommended Olangolah Reference Area (B4) is coincident with
the Olangolah Reservoir buffer.  There should be no management of the Reference Area’s protective
zone which would adversely affect the water supply.

There are river, creek and watercourse buffers throughout all the other areas of various LCC
Recommendations.

The Authority’s objective in this category of the Land Use Determination is to minimise interference
with the riparian vegetation, so as to stabilise the streambanks and to provide both infiltrative and
surface filtering effects for water flowing to streams from adjacent land.
In implementing the Determination for this land use category, the Authority will not require
reforestation and fencing of all buffers, but will act to minimise future disturbance and to improve
specific cases of poor use of streamside land.  In severe cases land use conditions may be imposed to
protect water supply values by requiring fencing for exclusion of stock.

7.1.2 Category 2 – Protective Forest
This land is mainly in the AIRE land system, which is subject to landslips even under forested
conditions.  In order to reduce the incidence of erosion, to retain slope stability and to protect water
supply values, 25 degrees has been determined as the maximum slope suitable for forest operations.
The main productive use of this land is for water supply.

Most of the steep land in Category 12 is public land, located mainly in the Lardner Creek and Western
Otways forests, and in parts of the Devondale uncommitted (U1) area.  Category 2 also covers steep
slopes and some spring areas on freehold land, and also the U2 – uncommitted areas (see Appendix 3).

The Authority’s objectives for this category are to minimise timber harvesting, clearing or earthworks,
to reduce the risk of erosion and to preserve the ability of this land to provide sustained yields of high
quality water throughout the year.



Where necessary on freehold land the Authority, with the approval of the Minister, may impose land
use conditions to prevent clearing or disturbance of land in this category.

Management bodies for public land in this category will be required to exclude this land from timber
harvesting.

Category 2 also includes LCC-recommended parks, flora and fauna reserves, reference areas and an
education area.  Activities in these areas range from virtually nil (reference areas) to low intensity
recreation.

Recreation facilities are required within some of these areas.  For example, the Kawarren Regional
Park is to “provide opportunities for form recreation for large numbers of people” (LCC
recommendation A6).  Such facilities may be established only on suitable sites and following
consultation with the Authority.

7.1.3 Category 3 – Production Forest
The public land portion of land in this Category includes the LCC – recommended E6 and E9-12
hardwood forests, various uncommitted (U1) areas, F3-5 and various F1 softwood areas, and the
Lardner Track Forest Area (G1).

The Authority’s objectives are to minimise the erosion hazards associated with the use of this land, and
to avoid the deterioration of the land’s hydrologic characteristics which may result if forest clearing for
agriculture were to proceed/

To implement the Determination for freehold land in Category 3, the Authority will continue to use
extension, but if necessary land use conditions may be imposed to restrict clearing of land for grazing,
and to require the implementation of forest management prescriptions for all forest operations.

There are some areas of freehold land in this category which are cleared at present.  Where farmer
landowners which to continue their grazing use of this land, they will be advised on maintaining the
stability of their land.

Much such land has, however, been purchased by private forestry companies for softwood plantations,
providing an economical means of reforestation.

Forest management prescriptions will continue to be used for forest operations on public land.

7.1.4 Category 4 – Forest/Grazing
The Authority’s objectives and implementation procedure for forestry use of this land areas for
Category 3.

Authority objectives for the grazing land are to minimise the erosion hazards associated with its use.

The Authority will ensure that proper methods are used for clearing of suitable forested areas proposed
for grazing use, and will specify any catchment protection measures needed.

7.1.5 Category 5 (Grazing) and 6 (Grazing and Cropping)
The Authority’s objectives and methods of implementation for Category 5 are the same as those for the
grazing land in Category 4.

The Authority’s objective for land in Category 6 is to minimise any erosion or water supply hazards
associated with grazing or cropping uses.

Where necessary the Authority may impose conditions to:

• Define any areas of land which should no longer be used for cropping;
• Require fencing of stream or watercourse to exclude stock;
• Specify other catchment protection measures necessary.

It may be necessary to improve existing methods of farm animal effluent disposal, particularly from
dairy sheds or intensive animal industries and the Authority would seek to achieve this through co-
operation with the Environment Protection Authority and other relevant government bodies.
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AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX  11  ––  SSOOIILL  CCOONNSSEERRVVAATTIIOONN  AAUUTTHHOORRIITTYY  GGUUIIDDEELLIINNEESS  FFOORR  TTHHEE
EESSTTAABBLLIISSHHMMEENNTT  OOFF  PPLLAANNTTAATTIIOONN  AARREEAASS

The following guidelines are considered necessary for the protection of streams and steep lands in
plantation areas.  Additional safeguards may be necessary where the land concerned is in a proclaimed
water supply catchment.

1. Where a forest cover exists, clearing should not take place on slopes steeper than 20 degrees
(which is approximately 35%).

2. Where clearing is permitted, operations should conform with established soil conservation
principles – that is windrows should be on the contour and felled timber should not be pushed
into clearly defined drainage lines.

3. Where forest cover exists in or near a clearly defined drainage line, clearing should not take
place within a buffer strip at least 20 m each side of the drainage line.  Where steep sideslopes
border the drainage line the buffer strip should be extended to where the steep slopes become
gentler.  Any major water-course, e.g. creek or river, should have a buffer strip of at least 40 m
on each side, or to where the steep sideslopes bordering the drainage line become gentler.

4. On all land which is to be planned, planting rows should be on the approximate contour in
order than any associated management can also be confined to the contour.

5. Where large areas are proposed for treatment, consideration should be given in the planning
stages to the effects which clearly may have on local hydrology.  Coupe sizes should be
generally limited to about 20 ha, particularly when much of the land is in the one
subcatchment.



Table 13

LUD CATEGORIESLAND SYSTEM
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T

LANDFORM, SOILS

1 2 3 4 5 6
Gentle slopes; brown friable gradational soils
Gentle slopes; brown gradational soils

BEECH FOREST BF 1
2
3 Drainage lines; dark brown gradation soils

AIRE Ae 1 Crests, moderate slopes; brown gradational soils
2 Steep slopes; brown gradational soils >25o <25o

3 Drainage lines; dark brown gradational soils
FORREST Ft 1 Steep slopes; stony brown gradational soils >25o <25o

2 Steep north and west slopes; brown duplex soils >25o <25o

3 Crests, upper slopes; brown duplex soils
4 Steep south and east slopes; brown gradational soils >25o <25o

5 Drainage lines; brown gradational soils, weak structure
YAHOO CREEK YCB 1 Steep slopes, stony brown gradational soils

YCA 2 Crests, upper slopes; yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure
YCA 3 Moderate-steep slopes; brown gradational soils
YCA 4 Drainage lines; dark brown gradational soils

BUNKER HILL BLA 1 Crests, moderate slopes; grey sand soils, uniform texture
BLB 2 Steep slopes; yellow gradational soils, weak structure
BLA 4 Gentle slopes; grey sand soils with hardpans
BLB 5 Crests, upper slopes; stony yellow gradational soils

MOUNT MACKENZIE MMA 1 Varied slopes; yellow gradational soils, weak structure >22o 22-15o <15o

MMA 2 Gentle slopes; yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure
MMA 4 Steep slopes; red gradational soils, weak structure >22o <22o

MMA 6 Drainage lines; black sand soils, uniform texture
MMB 7 Terraces; yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure

CHAPPLE VALE CVB 1 Moderate-steep slopes; white sand soils, uniform texture
CVA 2 Moderate slopes; yellow gradational soils, weak structure
CVB 3 Gentle-steep slopes; grey sand soils, uniform texture >15o 15-10o <10o

CVB 4 Steep slopes; yellow sand soils, uniform texture
5 Drainage lines; black sand soils, uniform texture



LUD CATEGORIESLAND SYSTEM

M
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E

N
T

LANDFORM, SOILS

1 2 3 4 5 6
JUNCTION TRACK JT 2 Drainage lines; black sand soils, uniform texture

4 Moderate slopes; yellow gradational soils, weak structure
PORCUPINE CREEK PCA 1 Moderate-steep slopes; grey sand soils, uniform texture

PCA 2 Gentle slopes; grey sand soils with hardpans
PCB 3 Gentle slopes; grey sand soils, structured clay underlay
PCB 4 Moderate slopes; grey sand soils, weekly structured clay underlay
PCB 5 Terraces; grey sand soils, structured clay underlay
PCC 6 Drainage lines; black sand soils, uniform texture

FERGUSON HILL FH 1 Gentle slopes; grey-brown gradational soils
2 Moderate-steep slopes; yellow gradational soils, weak structure >15o <15o

3 Gentle slopes; grey sand soils with hardpans
4 Moderate slopes; red sandy loam soils, uniform texture
5 Drainage lines; grey gradational soils
6 Gentle slopes; mottled yellow and red gradational soils
7 Gentle slopes; red gradational soils, weak structure
8 Steep scarps; stony red gradational soils

KAWARREN KnA 1 Steep slopes; yellow gradational soils, weak structure
KnB 3 Gentle slopes; mottled yellow and red gradational soils
KnB 4 Moderate slopes; yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure

5 Drainage lines; grey gradational soils
KENNEDYS CREEK KC 1 Gentle slopes; mottled yellow and red gradational soils

2 Moderate slopes; yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure >10o <10o

3 Moderate slopes; grey-brown gradational soils
4 Terraces; mottled yellow and brown gradational soils

WONGA WoA 1 Gentle slopes; mottled yellow and red gradational soils
WoB 2 Gentle slopes; grey sand soils, weakly structured clay underlay 
WoB 3 Gentle-moderate slopes; grey sand soils, structured clay underlay
WoA 4 Gentle slopes; yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure



LUD CATEGORIESLAND SYSTEM
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LANDFORM, SOILS

1 2 3 4 5 6
CARLISLE CeC

CeA

CeA
CeB
CeC
CeD

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

D
is

se
ct

ed
 T

er
ra

ce
s Yellow-brown gradational soils, coarse structure

Scarps; yellow gradational soils, weak structure
Drainage lines; grey gradational soils
Scarps; grey sand soils, uniform texture
Trey sand soils with hardpans
Grey sand soils, structured clay underlay
Mottled yellow and red gradational soils

GELLIBRAND RIVER GR 1
2
3

D
is

se
ct

ed
Te

rr
ac

e

Wet areas; grey gradational soils
Brown gradational soils, weak structure
Brown sandy loam soils, uniform texture

Land Systems and Components – as recognised and described by Pitt (A Study of the Land in the Otway Range and Adjacent Plains, SCA 1981).

Map Units -  For explanation of mapping see Appendix 2
Slopes -  Gentle 0 - 7.5o

-  Moderate 7.5o – 15o

-  Steep 15o

Soils - As described by Pitt.  The more common soils are described in the Soils Section.



AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX  22  ––  IINNTTEERRPPRREETTAATTIIOONN  OOFF  TTHHEE  LLAANNDD  SSYYSSTTEEMM  MMAAPPPPIINNGG

The basis of boundary definition for several of the Land Use Determination Categories is detailed land
system mapping.

Pitt (1981) mapped the land systems for the Otway Range and adjoining areas on 1:80 000 scale aerial
photographs, with his final map published at 1:250 000.

The land system plan in this report (Figure 17), at an approximate scale of 1:125 000, is taken Pitt’s report.
It is useful as an aid to understanding the landscape, but it does not give the level of detail of land system
boundaries required for definition of Land Use Determination Category boundaries.

The process for the Gellibrand Catchment study involved re-interpretation of the land systems into
components or groups of components, and complete re-mapping of the boundaries of the ensuing map units.

Pitt led the re-mapping, using 1972 Lands Department aerial photographs at a scale of 1:25 000.  This was
followed by ground checking for accuracy, soil testing for various properties, and assessment of the present
land uses with respect to erosion and effects on water quality.

Most of the land systems remained recognisable at 1: 25 000, the larger scale allowing more detail in the
boundary mapping.

On the other hand some land systems which were discrete at a small mapping scale, were able to be
separated into components of other, adjacent land systems, when mapped at 1:25 000.  The following
rationalisations occurred in the Gellibrand Catchment remapping:

Component 3 BUNKER HILL mapped as YAHOO CREEK B
Component 1 JUNCTION TRACK mapped as CHAPPLE VALE B
Component 3 JUNCTION TRACK mapped as CHAPPLE VALE A
Component 5 JUNCTION TRACK mapped as AIRE
Component 2 KAWARREN mapped as PORCUPINE CREEK B
Component 3 MT MACKENZIE mapped as CHAPPLE VALE B
Component 5 MT MACKENZIE mapped as CHAPPLE VALE A
Component 5 WONGA mapped as YAHOO CREEK A

In the cases of BUNKER HILL, JUNCTION TRACK (component 5) and WONGA the land systems were
basically on Tertiary geology, but deep dissection in some drainage lines exposed the underlying Lower
Cretaceous sediments.  At 1:25 000 scale these lower slopes were mapped into the adjacent YAHOO
CREEK or AIRE land systems.

Table 13 lists the land systems, the map units, a brief description of each component, and the Land Use
Determination Categories resulting.

The boundaries between adjacent land systems transferred directly into Land Use Determination Category
boundaries in some cases.  In other cases, the boundaries of map units within a land system and defined on
the 1:25 000 photographs, were translated into Category boundaries.

Further divisions of the map units were made following field inspections.  In some areas a particular unit
may have existed over a continuum of slopes or soil types for example, which could not be separated by
photo-interpretation.  Such areas of land were categorised by field work, after considering their proximity to
drainage lines, present land uses and degree of erosion.

In some of the land systems in Table 13 the components appear to be spread over a number of categories.
In fact one or two components were usually in dominant proportions, so the land system or map unit
boundary remained as a valid category boundary, while the minor areas were able to be categories
separately.

In a few cases, parts of a single component were placed into more than one category.  This was where
consistent geology, soil type, and vegetation patterns occurred on a range of slopes.  These areas were
categorised using slope as the criterion.



AAPPPPEENNDDIIXX  33  ––  AARRKKIINNSS  CCRREEEEKK,,  OOLLAANNGGOOLLAAHH  RREESSEERRVVOOIIRR  AANNDD  WWEESSTT
GGEELLLLIIBBRRAANNDD  RREESSEERRVVOOIIRR  CCAATTCCHHMMEENNTTSS  ––  DDiissccuussssiioonn  ooff  tthhee  LLaanndd  UUssee  DDeetteerrmmiinnaattiioonn
ffoorr  tthheessee  AArreeaass

The Land Use Determination Categories covering these areas are:

Category 1 – Protective Buffers

• The buffers on public land around the Olangolah and West Gellibrand Reservoirs and Arkins Creek
weirs, are described as follows:  200 m upstream from fully supply level along each main feeder creek,
up the adjacent supurs to the ridge, link these points along ridges to the respective subcatchment
boundaries, including subcatchment boundaries, including the catchments of any short steep
watercourses which drain directly to the storages, while remaining at least 200 m from the storage;

• Along side all the creeks and watercourses in the catchment.

Category 2 – Protective Forest

• This covers the remainder of each of these three catchment areas.

In the case of the Olangolah catchment, this simply reflects the fact that this land is within the Olangolah
Flora and Fauna Reserve, and contains the Olangolah Creek Reference Area, following the acceptance by
the Minister for Conservation of the revised LCC Final Recommendations.

The other two catchments together comprise the area recommended by the LCC as the U2 uncommitted
area.

The Arkins Creek and West Gellibrand Catchments consist of land in the BEECH FOREST and AIRE land
systems.  Outside these catchments (see Table 15) the Land Use Determination specified grazing and
cropping (Category 6) as the predominant uses for land in the BEECH FOREST land system, and
production forest (Category 3) for land in the AIRE land system, excluding areas with slopes greater than 25
degrees which are in protective forest (Category 2).

It would be considered reasonable to reduce the intensity of land use for these catchments into a Lower
Land Use Category, on account of the proximity of the water supply headworks.  The BEECH FOREST
land would therefore be used for production forest (Category 3), and the AIRE land would be in protective
forest (Category 2).

The categorisation of the AIRE land in these catchment into protective forest is irrevocable, given the
degree of hazard and immediacy of effect.  The categorisation of BEECH FOREST land is further discussed
below.

Arkins Creek Catchments

As was noted previously, these catchments are of primary importance in the Water Commission’s Otway
water supply system.  The catchments provide good quality untreated water by gravity to the supply district,
which reaches as far as Warrnambool.

For a significant part of the year (about four months) it supplies sufficient water to meet the full demand,
but over the drier months the supply is supplemented by pumping poorer quality water from the Gellibrand
River at the two offtakes.

The small diversion weirs, on First, East Arkins and West Arkins Creeks provide negligible detention time
or storage.  This has two results:

• First, the quality of the water which enters the weir pools from the catchments is essentially that
supplied to the service basins for use at Simpson, Cobden, Camperdown and so on; and

• Secondly, the present catchments must provide a steady flow through the drier months, by storing water
in the soil profile.

Any significant disturbance of soil in the catchment would inevitably cause deterioration of water quality
and flow perenniality.



The First Creek Catchment (0.6 km2) consists mainly of AIRE land system land; the East Arkins Creek (2.8
km2) is largely BEECH FOREST; and the West Arkins Creek (4.0 km2) is mainly AIRE.

Water quality for these creeks is generally good except for colour.  The East Arkins Creek has poorer water
quality for colour, turbidity, iron and pH then the West Arkins Creek.

The area in question amounts to the BEECH FOREST land in the East Arkins Creek catchment.  This creek,
however, already produces poorer quality water.  Taking into consideration all the above factors, it was
resolved to also place the BEECH FOREST land in the Arkins Creek Catchments into protective forest
(Category 2).

West Gellibrand Catchment

This 15 km2 Catchment supples on eof the two Colac Waterworks Trust storages, the 2000 Ml West
Gellibrand Reservoir.  This supplies untreated water to Colac by gravity.

This system has an advantage over the Arkins Creek weirs in that the volume stored allows some detention
time for self-purification of the water.  This detention time is not particularly long, the total volume stored
being less than 80% of the annual average consumption.  By contrast the Geelong Waterworks and
Sewerage Trust’s Barwon system, supplied by the adjacent Upper Barwon Catchment, stores 150% of the
average annual consumption.

The catchment to the West Gellibrand Reservoir contains tongues of the BEECH FOREST land system
separated by deeply incised watercourses, which develop into the steep slopes of the AIRE land system.

Approximately 25% of the catchment is mixed-species foothill forest which is located closest to the
Reservoir.  About 55% of the catchment is ash-type forest regrowth from 1919 and/or 1939 bushfires.  The
remaining 20% is “unstocked” ash sites, resulting from clearing under past management (LCC, 1976).

Although the Catchment has been managed only for water supply purposes since construction of the
reservoir, a substantial quantity of sediment has deposited in the reservoir tailwaters.  This indicates either
redeposition of bedload present in the stream due to past events (for example bushfires), or simply more
recent erosion, occurring without the accelerating influence of soil disturbance from human uses.

The BEECH FOREST land in the West Gellibrand Catchment has also been placed in the protective forest
category, given a consistent categorisation of the U2 areas.
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